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Abstract

Interfaces of hard and soft tissues in the body play a crucial role in processes

such as skeletal growth, as well as distributing stresses during load bearing ac-

tivities. The mechanically dissimilar tissues are able to be studied individually,

but how they integrate at the interface, both by collagen, and mineralisation, is

an under explored research area. This is of importance due to these interfaces

being particularly prone to damage. In the case of the endplate, hyperminerali-

sation of the cartilaginous endplate has been correlated with degeneration of the

intervertebral (IVD) discs and chronic lower back pain. For the skull of infants,

abnormalities in mineralisation of the cranial sutures leads to deformities of the

skull, resulting in increased inter-cranial pressure, and developmental complica-

tions for the child. Specific questions addressed in this thesis include, how does

the osteocyte lacunae canaliculi network (OLCN) in irregular bones compare to

the previously studied long bone?, how are collagen fibres arranged at the soft-

hard tissue interfaces?, and how does the mineral density change with distance

from the soft-hard interfaces?

This PhD project has investigated these research questions via experimental

methods, with the spine experiments using the central section of the 1 year old

Lumbar 4-5 ovine samples in the coronal plane, to assess the vertebral body -

endplate - IVD interfaces cranial to the IVD. The skulls used intact 6 week old

murine samples to assess the suture-cranial plate interface for the interfrontal,

sagittal, squamous, and cranial sutures. These were dissected, dehydrated,

stained, embedded, and polished in polymethylmethacrylate, followed by multi-

modal imaging. The imaging techniques used have been confocal laser scanning

microscopy, to assess the OLCN, scanning electron microscopy to map the spa-

tial distribution of minerals, and second harmonic generation for investigating the

collagen across these mechanically complex tissues.

Analysis for the OLCN in the spine has used Python scripts to quantify the net-

work density, the lacunae density, and the direction of the network with respect to

the nearest blood vessel. Quantification of minerals in the skull used Quantitative

Backscattered Electron Imaging to get the calcium weight % from the pixel in-

tensity. Polarised second harmonic generation was used to quantify the principle

direction of the collagen bundles, as well as the dispersion of the collagen fibres

making up the bundles.



Results have been both qualitative and quantitative in this project. Minerali-

sation patterns in the vertebral endplate (VEP) show heterogeneity, with higher

degrees of mineralisation in the mineralised cartilage. The values for canaliculi

density within the VEP range from 0.05-0.14 µm/µm3, similar values reported

in long bone, and the collagen across the cartilage and bone interface has the

same principle direction, but the cartilage has a greater degree of dispersion.

For the suture-cranial plate interface, the mineral density values ranged between

15-22%, with higher values located at the sites of growth, and edges close to

non-mineralised tissues. The collagens have continuity across the mineralisation

face, with changes in collagen structure to become more ordered once within

the bone tissue, or as Sharpey’s fibres which span the soft-hard interface. The

soft-hard interface, which defines the boundary of mineralised tissue, is spatially

distinct from the interface between the major collagen types: type I and type II.

This observation is seen in both the spine and the cranial sutures.

This thesis outlines reliable methods to image and quantify the OLCN, miner-

alisation, and collagen in mechanically dissimilar tissues, and establishes a base-

line for future experiments to expand on how these features may change with age

or disease. The results are in agreement with similar findings in literature, and are

novel in that these specific tissues have not been quantified by their OLCN, min-

eralisation, and collagen arrangement at this scale before. Findings in this thesis

show that there are multiple spatially distinct interfaces of the different constituent

components as tissues transition from mineralised to non-mineralised.

Key Words: Collagen; Endplate; Multiphoton Microscopy; Mineralisation; Osteo-

cyte Canalicular Network; Cranial sutures; QBEI; pSHG
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• AC Articular Cartilage

• AF Annulus Fibrosus

• BMD Bone Mineral Density

• BSE Backscattered Electron

• CaDn Canalicular Density

• CaWt% Calcium Weight %

• CEP Cartilage Endplate

• CT Computerised Tomography

• DEXA Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

• ECM Extracellular Matrix

• EDX Electron Dispersive X-ray
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• FWHM Full Width Half Maximum

• HA Hydroxyapatite

• IVD Intervertebral Disc

• NP Nucleus Pulposus

• OA Osteoarthritis

• OLCN Osteocyte Lacunae Canalicular Network

• PD Probability Distribution

• PSHG Polarised Second Harmonic Generation

• PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate

• QBEI Quantitative Backscattered Electron Imaging

• SAXS Small Angle X-ray Scattering

• SEM Scanning Electron Microscope

• SHG Second Harmonic Generation

• TPEF Two Photon Excited Fluorescence

• VEP Vertebral Endplate

• WAXD Wide Angle X-ray Diffration
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and optical microscopy on different samples but of the same re-

gions. a) A confocal map of a strip of the VEP from the non-

mineralised CEP (top of image) to the growth plate (bottom of im-

age), and in b) the same region on a different sample is imaged

with the optical microscope . (c) shows the CLSM image on a

smaller scale, where the osteon structure, lacunae and canaliculi

can be observed. In (d) an osteon structure is imaged by the opti-

cal microscope, with the green box highlighting the presence of the

canaliculi at this scale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102

Figure 4.7 a) A slice of the confocal stack, showing the canaliculi as

small dots in the imaging plane (top pink square), and as lines

(bottom pink square). 3D networks of the regions in purple boxes

on the single slice. b) The 3D network showing that the dots in

the top square in (a) are canaliculi oriented in a direction in the

z-plane, and facing towards a blood vessel (saturation at bottom

of stack). c) The canaliculi direction being in the xy plane of the

images, corresponding to the region in the bottom square in (a). N=1104
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Figure 4.8 Spatial correlation between CaDn and Lacunae density. a)

Visual representation of the lacunae and network for the entire

stack. b) CaDn values for the average value within a subvolume

(square). Dark blue for the network density indicates a low value

or an area with none. Yellow subvolumes indicate higher CaDn.

c) Voronoi plot of the lacunae area density, where each segment

indicates the area (µm2) closest to that specific lacunae. Areas in

yellow have a larger area, whereas blue indicates smaller values.

Edge cells have been omitted due to edge effects. N=1 . . . . . . 106

Figure 4.9 Plot of average CaDn as a function of distance from the

CEP tidemark to growth plate, with the samples indicated by the

colour of the marker. N=4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107

Figure 4.10 a) 3D network plotted by cylindrical coordinates of the os-

teons which correlates to the intraosteon data in (c). b) The 3D

network of the interosteon bone, from the surrounding area of (a),

which correlates to the data shown in red in (c). In (a) and (b) the

white asterisk represents the same location on the raw data set

which has been segmented into intraosteon (a) and interosteon (b)

for this data. c) The histogram of the CaDn values for each sub-

volume between the intraosteon bone (blue), and the interosteon

bone (red). N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
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Figure 4.11 (a): BSE images of the cranial L4-L5 vertebral EP. Greater

degrees of mineralisation are shown by a brighter pixel, which can

be seen in the bottom images, where the periphery in the yellow

box, (b), shows comparatively little variation of mineralisation in the

VEP except at the growth plate, whilst the central region in the blue

box, (c), has hypermineralised regions at the EP, and in areas in

the trabeculae. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110

Figure 4.12 Histogram of relative pixel intensity from the BSE data, and

hence, degree of mineralisation, of the three distinct regions in the

central VEP. The Mineralised CEP has the highest mineral density,

and is shown in yellow. The two boney regions are the subchondral

bone plate (red) and the trabecular bone (blue), both with a peak

at 0.31, but with FWHMs of 0.16 and 0.23 respectively. N=1 . . . . 111

Figure 4.13 The locations of where spectra were taken for EDX in both

SEM (a) and BSE (b), to compare the elemental composition of

regions with different BSE signals. These regions are the non-

hypermineralised trabeculae region, Region 1 (blue), the hypermin-

eralised region, Region 2 (orange), the interstitial (interosteonal)

bone, Region 3 (yellow), and the mineralised lacunae of no longer

viable osteocytes, Region 4 (purple). N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113

Figure 4.14 The EDX data for the minerals within the VEP, colour coded

to match the regions in Figure 4.13. a) Ca wt% for each spectra.

b) P wt% for each spectra. c) The mineral ratio (Ca/P) for each

spectrum. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
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Figure 4.15 A stitched map of the central region of the CEP, with the

SHG being shown in (a), and as green in the merged image (c).

The TPEF (rhodamine signal) is shown in (b), and in red on the

merged image (c). On the left of these maps is the growth plate,

whereas the CEP is on the right. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116

Figure 4.16 A stitched map of the peripheral region of the CEP, with the

SHG being shown in (a), and as green in the merged image (c).

The TPEF (rhodamine signal) is shown in (b), and is red on the

merged image (c). The growth plate is present on this map, at the

left side of these images, with the EP to the right. N=1 . . . . . . . 118

Figure 4.17 A selection of images showing the boundary between the

VEP and CEP, with SHG (col. 1) showing the collagen, and TPEF

(col. 2) showing the rhodamine staining. The merged images (col.

3) show both of these signals, with SHG in green, and TPEF in red.

Each row is a different area, with (a) being at the centre of the coro-

nal plane, and as the rows go down (b, c, and d), the images are

showing increasingly more lateral regions, until the CEP becomes

more fibrous adjacent to the AF in (d). N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
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Figure 4.18 a) The averaged SHG image correlating to the results pro-

duced in (b) and (c), with a scalebar of 50 µm, and the boundary

between VEP and CEP indicated by the purple dashed line. b)

pSHG I2-Φ2 plot of the VEP and CEP interface, with the boundary

shown by the purple dashed line. The plotted colour indicates the

I2 value (degree of dispersion), and the direction of the lines repre-

sents the principle collagen direction. A closer view of the interface

is shown in the pink box. c) The histogram plot of the two tissues

shown in (a). The boney VEP is in blue, and the CEP is shown in

red. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122

Figure 4.19 An image showing a collagen bundle + staining along bun-

dle boundary. In (a) the SHG signal is shown, which represents

the collagen fibres. b) The corresponding TPEF shows where the

rhodamine dye is present. c) The merged image shows the spa-

tial correlation between these two signals, and is yellow where the

signal overlaps. The branching of collagen corresponds to where

a dye artefact is present. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133

Figure 4.20 Example of combining the three imaging modalities. a)

CLSM image for trabeculae in the VEP, showing the lacunae, mar-

row and canaliculi. b) SHG signal for the same region showing the

collagen bundles. c) BSE image showing the mineralisation for the

trabeculae. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
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Figure 5.1 Sample preparation steps covered in this chapter. a) Re-

embedding procedure to include the reference materials. b) Pol-

ishing to ensure a smooth surface. c) Sputtercoating of the sam-

ples with carbon. d) BSE image acquisition. e) SHG and TPEF

acquisition. f) Analysing the images using the QBEI and pSHG

codes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

Figure 5.2 The re-embedded mouse skull with reference materials. . . 146

Figure 5.3 a) BSE acquisition of the sections of bone which are of in-

terest. b) With the same scan, the reference materials of Carbon

(C), Magnesium Flouride (MgF2), and Aluminium (Al) are obtained.

c) Importing the images into matlab to extract the pixel intensities,

with an example of a selected few points in green for the bone

(right) and the C and MgF2 reference materials on the right. d) Plot

of the average atomic number as a function of pixel intensity, with

the two reference points in blue (C and MgF2), and the 5 selected

points from (c) in pink. e) The linear plot of C and MgF2 (blue)

extrapolated to get the pixel intensity of pure hydroxyapatite (HA)

(orange triangle). f) Using the pixel values of HA and the osteoid

and the CaWt% of 39.68% and 0% respectively, a new plot and

linear equation is generated (blue), with the 5 selected points from

(c) in orange asterisks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
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Figure 5.4 a) The BSE map of the parietal cranial plate from the sagi-

tal suture (top) to the squamous (left). b) A heat map of the BMD

for the BSE map in (a). c) and d) show the heat map results of

the sutural bone around the sagittal and squamous suture respec-

tively. e) Histograms of the BMD for the sutural bone around the

four different types of suture. N=2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156

Figure 5.5 Results from sample one with the CaWt% as a function of

distance from the nearest growth site. The blue data is taken from

the centre of the parietal bone. The bone from around the sagittal

suture is shown in red, and the bone around the squamous suture

is in green. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158

Figure 5.6 a) The masked BSE images for the nearest neighbour data

seen in Figure 5.5. b) The heat map of BMD in the analysed re-

gions in (a), where yellow indicates higher BMD, and darker blue is

less mineralised. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158

Figure 5.7 Results from sample two showing the CaWt% as a function

of distance from the nearest boundary with a growh site. The data

from the bone around the interfrontal suture and the coronal suture

are shown in red and green respectively. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

Figure 5.8 a) The masked BSE images for the nearest neighbour data

seen in Figure 5.7. b) The heat map of BMD in the analysed re-

gions in (a), where yellow indicates higher BMD, and the darker

blue is less mineralised. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159
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Figure 5.9 a) The raw BSE row from the sagittal suture to the non sutu-

ral bone, where the five slices from the non sutural bone have been

masked in the bottom row. b) The results of CaWt% for slices of

the non-sutural bone, where the CaWt% is a function of distance

from the duramater to the persiosteum. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161

Figure 5.10 Bar graph of average CaWt% values for each suture, com-

paring the mean values of woven (purple) and lamellar (green)

structures. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. N=2 . . 162

Figure 5.11 The images used for the woven vs lamellar data from Figure

5.10, with an example of a segmentation for the S1 sagittal sutural

bone. N=2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163

Figure 5.12 The SHG (a), TPEF (b), and Merged image (c) of the sagit-

tal suture in a mouse skull, with the key features annotated. Colla-

gen changes occur within the mineralised region on the bottom left

located cranial plate, with evidence of woven bone shown by the

different collagen arrangment. Sharpey’s fibres are present in the

top right located plate where the collagen fibres anchor between

the mineralised plate, and the unmineralised region between them.

N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164

Figure 5.13 a) The fitting curve for a point at the Sharpey’s fibres in the

pSHG stack, where the blue asterisks are the raw experimental

data, and the orange curve is the fitting. b) An example of two

slices from the stack which show the lowest and highest intensities

for the corresponding data plotted in (a), and can be visually seen

by the change in intensity in the raw data. N=1 . . . . . . . . . . . 165
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Figure 5.14 a) Plot showing the principle direction of the fibres (line di-

rection) and the degree of dispersion (colour of line) in the sagittal

suture and surrounding cranial plates in sample 2, on the tile shown

in (b). The mineralisation interface on either side of the suture is

given by the purple dashed line, and a closer view of the interfaces

are seen in the pink box. b) The raw SHG frame with areas high-

lighted in colours to distinguish the lamellar bone (yellow), woven

bone (red), suture (green) and Sharpey’s fibres (blue), to correlate

with the data in c. c) Histograms of the I2 values for each region

of interest around the cranial suture. The lamellar bone (yellow) is

the most ordered with the highest peak I2 value, followed by woven

bone (red) and the unmineralised suture (green), and the greatest

degree of dispersion is seen in the Sharpey’s fibres (blue). N=1 . . 167
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The interface between mineralised and non-mineralised tissues in the body, are

known as soft-hard tissue interfaces, and are the location of a variety of processes

which can both aid, or hinder health. These interfaces are responsible for skeletal

growth, and continuously change as we age.

As we get older, the soft-hard interfaces often become hypermineralised, which

coincides with other ailments such as the breakdown of cartilage in osteoarthritis

(OA), or degenerated intervertebral discs (IVDs) in chronic lower back pain. With

an ageing population these diseases are becoming more prevalent, with concerns

both arising in patient well being in their day to day life, as well as the economic

cost of sick days and treatments [1–5]. The cost of lower back pain in the US

projects their national costs to be over $100 billion [6], but osteoarthritis in joints

elsewhere in the body are even more prevalent, with direct costs of treatments

on their own at £852 million in 2010, a 66% increase from 2000 [7]. However,

problems arising at mineralising interfaces is not unique to those older in society.

The skulls of infants are known to be soft to ensure safer delivery through the

birth canal, and then they harden until what is left of the soft tissue are thin su-
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tures between the cranial plates. In some cases of craniosynotosis, one or more

of these sutures mineralises prematurely, which then leads to abnormal growth of

the skull and health complications for the child.

Due to the nature of how diseases such as OA and back pain progress, the

common trait of degeneration of the soft tissue is where the focus has been in

research and therapeutics [8, 9]. These changes are notable in that the colla-

gen structure breaks down, and the proteoglycan concentration decreases. The

main function of proteoglycans is to bond to water, and so a high concentration

increases the osmotic pressure of the tissue [10]. The reduction in swelling pres-

sure with disease means the tissue is unable to resist compression, which is when

patients notice that there is pain or limited movement. Treatments for chronic back

pain range from pain medication to spinal fusion, where the quality of life for pa-

tients post surgery is still compromised [11]. For OA, lifestyle changes and pain

medication are the common therapies until entire joint replacement is required.

For cases of craniosynostosis, depending on the severity, the child can undergo

cranioplasty, a surgical method with still no consensus on which materials are

best to use [12,13].

All of these conditions arise from abnormal behaviour at this soft-hard tissue

interface, which is why the interplay among the interface constituents is the focus

in this thesis. The aims of this research has been characterising quantitatively

the mineral distributions, collagen dispersion and direction, and the network of

microscopic channels between cells in bone, known as the osteocyte lacanue

canaliculi network (OLCN). By assessing these features across healthy samples,

further work can assess how the minerals, collagens, and cellular network archi-

tecture changes in the bone and the interface with disease, which could help in
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designing specific treatments in the future.

1.1 Thesis Outline

This thesis details on experiments carried out to better understand osteochondral

interfaces in terms of their structure and variability. Chapter 2 covers the basic

theory required to understand the biology of the samples in these experiments,

with the basic constituents outlined initially, followed by the specific anatomy of

the soft-hard interfaces in the spine and skull.

Chapter 3 is the theory of the imaging techniques used, and how they are

used for imaging the features of interest in this thesis. However, the specifics of

each experimental set up are will be outlined in the methods sections of the rele-

vant experiment chapters. The imaging techniques covered include confocal laser

scanning microscopy (CLSM), multiphoton microscopy and the processes of sec-

ond harmonic generation (SHG) and two photon excited fluorescence (TPEF),

polarised SHG (pSHG), and scanning electron microscopy with modalities of

backscattered electrons (BSE), secondary electrons, quantitative backscattered

electron imaging (QBEI), and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Chapter 4 covers the studies on the spine. The quantifiable values of the

OLCN and their comparison to long bone is addressed from the images obtained

by CLSM, as well as how the mineral density changes between the two soft-hard

interfaces of the endplate, and the growth plate, by BSE. The collagen organisa-

tion has been investigated by pSHG to assess how the collagen principle direction

and dispersion changes across the soft-hard interface of the endplate.

In Chapter 5 the interface of interest is the sutures of the skull, where the

focus has been quantifying the mineral density distribution around these sutures
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by QBEI, and how this mineral density changes as a function of distance from the

nearest soft tissue. The collagen orientation and dispersion has been quantified

by pSHG across the sutural-cranial plate interface, with the variations of lamellar

and woven bone at this site also taken into consideration so that the different bone

types can be compared, by both collagen organisation and mineral density.

Finally, a summary of the key points from each chapter and further work that

would be complimentary to the experiments carried out for this thesis are dis-

cussed in Chapter 6. The broader aims of this thesis were to assess the inter-

play between collagen organisation and minerals across the soft-hard interface.

Chapter 6 summarises how the changes in collagen are spatially-resolved from

the change in mineral density, and so these regions of interest contain multiple

interfaces of changing tissue constituents.

1.2 COVID-19 Statement

In March 2020 the University was closed due to a coronavirus pandemic (COVID-

19). This led to an extended period of time during my studies where I was unable

to access the laboratories and upon reopening, the time in the laboratories was

restricted due to maximum building occupancy rules. By the time this closure

was announced I had already spent 1.5 years planning the experiments, and so

during the University closure, I spent the time optimising the analysis codes for

the preliminary data I have previously accumulated, and planning my writing.

Due to the interruption to sample preparation and more importantly, imaging

time, there are fewer samples imaged than I had originally planned for, and the

data analysed in this thesis is from samples prepared and embedded upon re-

opening of the University.
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Chapter 2

Review of Tissue Interfaces

2.1 Biointerface bridging soft and hard tissues

The soft-hard tissue interfaces in the body are where there is a change in mechan-

ical properties between mineralised tissue, such as bone or mineralised cartilage,

and unmineralised tissue, such as cartilage, tendons, or ligaments. Examples of

these interfaces include the bone-articular cartilage interfaces at joints, which pro-

vide shock absorbency and low friction movement of joints, and the bone-tendon

interface, or enthesis, which transmits the stresses of muscular movement from

the soft tendon, to the hard bone [14–16]. This chapter looks into the collagen

and minerals across these soft-hard interfaces, the similarities and differences of

these components in different tissues, and how the organisation and spatial gra-

dients of these constituent parts give rise to the mechanical differences seen in

anatomy.
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2.2 Interfacial Constituents and their Spatial Gradients

2.2.1 Organic Constituents

The organic components that make up tissues include collagen, elastin, and other

non-collagenous proteins. These components aid in the mechanical properties

of the tissues, such as elastin having a strong ability to undergo morphological

changes without undergoing plastic deformation [17–19]. The most prominent

organic constituent of tissues is collagen, which has over 30 unique types with

different properties.

Collagens are made of three left-handed helical protein chains, linked together

by various chemical bonds and then coiled to create a right handed triple heli-

cal structure. Common primary protein chains have the structure Xaa Yaa Glyaa,

where Glyaa denotes the amino acid Glycine, and Xaa and Yaa represent different

amino acids in the triplet, with Proline, Hydroxylysine and Hydroxyproline often

present. Glycine is a small amino acid with no side chains, which allows for

hydrogen bonding and intermolecular crosslinks to keep the α helical structure

stable, as seen in Figure 2.1a [20–23]. Each collagen molecule is held together

by intramolecular hydrogen bonds which arise from hydroxyl groups on amino

acids, like Hydroxyproline, and is depicted in Figure 2.1b. Whilst stability of the

collagen molecule itself is due to intramolecular hydrogen bonds, a few amino

acids (Proline and Hydroxyproline) have ring structures, which allow for easier

interactions between neighbouring collagen molecules, which is how collagen fi-

bres are formed, shown in Figure 2.1c. The specific amino acid groups are what

are responsible for the extent of how much a collagen type forms bundles, and

the fibres stability [20, 24]. In order to create the strong fibrillar hierarchy, lysine
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(or hydroxylysine) needs to be present in the neighbouring molecules, where the

aldehyde or ketone functional groups present undergo a condensation reaction,

which create strong Aldol cross links [25, 26]. At the ends of the protein chains,

there is the absence of the repeating Xaa Yaa Glyaa pattern, which means the he-

lical structure is not viable. The chains of amino acids which make up the ends of

the collagen molecule are called telopeptides, and are sites of bonding along the

axis of the collagen fibre, creating sites known as gap zones, as the collagenous

structure is typically less dense [27–30].

Figure 2.1: Schematics of collagen hierarchy. a) The protein chain forming an α helix
by hydrogen bonds between the amino acids. b) The triple helical structure of a collagen
molecule, comprising of 3 α helixes, bonded together by intramolecular bonds. c) The
bundling of the collagen fibril, consisting of many collagen molecules organised and made
stable by intermolecular bonds.

The synthesis of collagens starts within the cells, with the transcription and

translation of mRNA into early forms of the protein chain. Hydroxylase enzymes

add functional groups such as lysine and proline, and glycosylation occurs on

the chain, which results in assembly of the α helix, in Figure 2.1a. The hydroxyl

groups on 3 different α chains start bonding, creating the collagen molecule. The

organisation of collagen is determined prior to exiting the cell, in protuding plasma
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membrane features known as fibropositors [31, 32]. The formation of collagen

fibrils occurs outside of the cell, after the collagen molecule is transported by

vesicles from the cell to the ECM. In the ECM the lysine and hydroxylysine groups

of neighbouring collagen molecules form the fibrils [33]. The cells responsible for

the production of collagen vary with the tissue, but fibroblasts and osteoblasts

primarily produce type I collagen, whereas chondrocytes primarily produce type

II [34,35].

Each type of collagen is distinguished by the amino acids making up the indi-

vidual protein chains, but the two types most prominent in the tissues described in

this thesis are type I and type II. Type I is the most common collagen in the body,

and has an amino acid composition which allows it to form thick fibrils with itself,

giving it a similar structure to rope, and is inherently strong due to this entwined

pattern [35, 36]. Type II is cartilage-specific, and although does bond with other

type II fibrils, it does not form the large bundles as seen with type I. The α helices

that make up type II collagen have a higher frequency of hydroxylysine compared

to the α helices which make up type I [16].

These fibres undergo tension during mechanical loading and deform to con-

tribute to the larger scale tissue mechanical properties. The differences in amino

acid composition mean that type II collagen can more readily bond to the water

present in the interstitial fluid [37], which means that the type II rich, and therefore

high water potential cartilage can deform under mechanical loading, and the nutri-

ents can flow through the tissue due to its porosity. Type I is common in structures

that need to be load bearing, such as bone, tendons, and ligaments [38–40]. The

mechanical behaviour of type I collagen is complex in that the elasticity is non-

linear at the nanometre scale, with the low strain (0-15%) seeing strain stiffening
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of the fibres, whereas above 15% there is strain softening [41].

The cross linking to form fibrils is important for mechanical properties, but

too many cross links results in impaired mechanical function of the fibrils [42].

The unfolding of these proteins results in a higher water potential for the colla-

gen structure, which changes the mechanical properties of the entire tissue [43].

Diseases such as osteoarthritis are characterised by a change in mechanical

properties of the cartilage resulting from the breakdown of the collagen structure,

an increase in tissue hydration, and a decrease in the elastic modulus [44–51].

Changes in collagen which have been shown to reduce the water potential in-

clude the glycation (Maillard reaction of a sugar with an amino acid) of collagen,

which increases with age [52].

2.2.2 Inorganic Constituents

Hydroxyapatite crystals are the biological minerals that make up one of the inor-

ganic components of the tissue matrix. The chemical formula is Ca5(PO4)3(OH)

which forms crystals in platelet shapes that vary in size. The size depends on

numerous factors, such as the type of bone, how quickly the mineral is formed,

and how recently it was deposited, with dimensions ranging from 15 − 50 nm in

width, and 50− 100 nm or more in length, and a thickness of 2− 5 nm [53–55].

The synthesis of these apatite crystals starts with mineral forming cells (os-

teoblasts, chondrocytes, tenocytes, etc.) producing matrix vesicles containing the

constituent components of the apatite, such as calcium ions and the phosphate

groups. The rate of mineral production is regulated by the presence of enzymes,

such as alkaline phosphatase, in these cells [56]. These matrix vesicles have

the ability to bind to collagen, where the components inside the vesicle undergo
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nucleation, resulting in growth of the hydroxyapatite crystal, until it exceeds the

dimensions of the matrix vesicle [57–61].

The spatial distributions of crystal deposition and growth within biological sam-

ples is a growing field of research which has advanced with super resolution imag-

ing techniques and with better sample preparation methods [62–65]. Once bone

is fully mineralised, the mineral density is not uniform despite values of overall

bone density being given and used to characterise certain diseases, such as os-

teoporosis [66]. The distribution of these minerals plays a huge role in skeletal

stability and so more recent research has been focused onto the microscopic and

nanoscopic patterns seen in the mineral matrix [67,68].

On the scale of the osteocyte lacunae canaliculi network (OLCN), when the

bone is starting to mineralise the minerals are initially deposited further away

from the canaliculi, and in separate mineral patches. These patches grow until

they meet each other, and form a dense mineral wall. Once bone is matured there

is a higher concentration of minerals adjacent to the canaliculi, as well as nearer

the Haversian canal of the osteon that can be quickly reabsorbed and used for

remodelling and calcium homeostasis [69,70].

These minerals are initially deposited within the gap zones of the collagen

fibrils, where they then nucleate and grow [30,71]. Growth of the crystals occurs

longitudinally along the axis of the collagen fibril, independent of neighbouring

bundles [72] and occurs both within the collagen bundles, as well as outside of

them [53,73].

The role of these minerals is to provide rigidity to the bones, as well as pro-

vide a reservoir for calcium for pH regulation in other regions of the body [74–

76]. A decrease in mineral density causes bones to have lower stiffness and
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strength, which are vital mechanical properties for the load-bearing capabilities of

the skeleton [77]. Despite the minerals providing rigidity to the tissue, the crystals

themselves also deform, albeit to a lesser extent than the other components of

the tissue [78].

The apatite crystals can have impurities that are suspected to decrease the

crystallinity of the mineral component [79]. The most common variations in the

crystal composition is the phosphate group (PO4) being substituted by a carbon-

ate group (CO3) [54, 80], but other trace amounts of impurities such as magne-

sium and sodium ions can also be detected [81]. Bone that is not being remod-

elled, and therefore not undergoing a process of frequent mineral absorption and

deposition, gradually undergoes this substitution of a carbonate molecule for the

phosphate chemical group in the crystal [82]. The ratio of carbonate to phos-

phate content is then an indicator of the remodelling rate, with a high carbonate

to phosphate ratio indicating a lower remodelling rate due to more phosphate

groups being substituted. This ratio to assess remodelling has shown that older

bone samples have a lower remodelling rate, and this ratio itself can also vary

between regions of the same bone sample [64,82–85].

The overall packing of the apatite crystals determines the bone mineral density

(BMD), which is a major factor in bone health, with a decrease in BMD resulting

in osteoporosis and greater risk of fracture [65,86–89].

2.2.3 Variations of bone organisation

At the macroscale, there are four categories of bones found in the human body.

Long bones make up the axis of limbs, are longer than they are wide, such as the

femur and humerus, and are typically load bearing bones that provide strength.
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Short bones share similarities in structure to long bones, but without the diaph-

ysis. They are found in hands and feet, such as the carpal bones, and with several

aligned together connected by joints, provides dexterity [90]. Flat bone examples

include the skull and ribs, and are flat with curvature to give their shape. These

are located in the body where joints would not be beneficial and protect internal

organs [91,92]. Irregular bones are ones which do not have a defined character-

istic shape, and are found in the bones which make up the spine. The complexity

of the irregular bone structures in the spine mean that they fulfill the role of load

bearing and form a protective sheath around the spinal cord [93,94].

On a smaller scale, there are two main bone structures which make up all

of these structures which aid in their functions. The two main types of bone

discussed in this thesis are compact (or cortical), and spongy (or cancellous/tra-

becular). Cortical bone is dense, with only 30% of the volume being occupied

by vascular channels, and is often what makes up the surface of the bone [95].

Cancellous bone appears as sponge, with the mineralised tissue forming trabecu-

lae struts around unmineralised regions, which contain the marrow, adipose, and

blood vessels [96].

Cortical bone consists of mostly fibrolamellar bone which has collagen densely

packed within lamellae and is remodelled to have directionality to sustain me-

chanical loading [73,97]. In cortical bone there is a small amount of woven bone

characterised by a disorganised collagen arrangement and is seen as a primary

bone, laid down rapidly, before remodelling occurs in the periosteum [98,99].

The hydroxyapatite crystals have the same shape in both lamellar and woven

bone, but the overall size of the crystals is smaller in the woven [53]. Woven bone

is typically more highly mineralised than lamellar [100–104], but some reports
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have claimed otherwise [105]. The minerals in both bone types are crystalline at

the nanoscale, but due to woven bones less ordered collagen arrangement, the

apatite crystals on the tissue level are also less ordered, compared to lamellar

bone [53].

Osteons are a repeating unit of bone present in large mammals and serve as a

building block to ensure nutrients can be accessed easily within large structures,

and to aid in strength of the bone [106–109]. They contain a central blood ves-

sel within a Haversian canal, and form a cylindrical shape with concentric rings

of collagen and osteocytes connected by the canaliculi, shown as a diagram in

Figure 2.2. The shape of the osteon structures and the arrangement of them

within the bone is dependent on both lifestyle factors, as well as genetics. They

typically have a diameter of ≈ 100−150 µm, and lengths ranging from 1−10 mm,

depending on species, age, sex, and lifestyle [107,110–113].

Figure 2.2: Schematic of osteon structure, containing the central Haversian canal, which
houses the blood vessels, surrounded by concentric lamellae of type I collagen (pink) and
the osteocytes (blue) which are connected to each other via canaliculi (white).
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2.2.3.1 Endochondral Ossification

Endochondral ossification is the process where the mesenchyme undergoes chon-

drogenesis (i.e. differentiates into cartilaginous tissue), which then has an ossifi-

cation centre where mineralisation of the tissue occurs to become the mineralised

bone tissue [14].

On a smaller scale, the mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) differentiate into chon-

droblasts, which secrete a matrix rich in collagen and proteoglycans, as seen

in Figure 2.3a. These cells then mature into chondrocytes which then secrete

molecules that promote mineral deposition (Figure 2.3b) and the invasions of

blood vessels into outer membrane of the bone. The nutrients provided by the

blood vessels causes the mesenchymal stem cells to differentiate into osteoblasts,

which excrete minerals until they are surrounded by a mineralised matrix shown in

Figure 2.3c. Since bone is a dynamic tissue, this also occurs as osteoclasts start

dissolving the minerals to initially create the medullary cavity. Whilst the primary

ossification centre is creating recognisable bone from hyaline cartilage, the chon-

drocytes gather towards the longitudinal areas of the shaft, repeating the same

behaviour and therefore creating growth of the bone in the longitudinal axis. The

chondrocytes form columns for longitudinal growth at the neck of the epiphysis as

secondary ossification centres occur within the epiphysis (Figure 2.3d). The use

of these secondary ossification centres allow structural integrity of the skeleton,

whilst the chondrocytes remain present within a thin line of cartilage known as

the growth plate, so that growth of the bone can still continue after birth, as seen

in Figure 2.3e [14,114].

This process only lasts so long and eventually the growth plate becomes min-

eralised, fusing the ossified regions of bone together and ending the process of
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endochondral ossification in that bone, as seen in Figure 2.3f. Throughout growth

and after the growth plate has fused, there is still remodelling in the bone. The

fusion of the growth plates occurs between the end of puberty and 25 years old

for humans [14,115–118].

Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the steps of endochondral ossification. a) The MSC first
form a hyaline cartilage tissue. b) The chondrocytes then promote the calcification pro-
cess and in c) the blood vessels enter the tissue and the ossification centre is formed. d)
Growth of the primary ossification centre and the development of secondary ossification
centres at both ends of the long bone. e) Vascular bone tissue is established throughout the
tissue with the only cartilage remaining being at the very peripheries as articular cartilage
(AC), and at the growth plate for continued longitudinal growth. f) At the end of endo-
chondral ossification the growth plates become ossified, and longitudinal growth stops.
Only remaining cartilage is the AC at the peripheries.

2.2.3.2 Intramembranous Ossification

Intramembranous growth of bone occurs in bone tissues like the cranium, and the

the radial direction of long bones. The initial step of this process is to have a base

of collagen rich tissue with MSC, as seen in Figure 2.4a. The MSC differentiate

into osteoblasts and secrete an osteoid matrix, which mineralises to become the

ossification centre [119], as seen in Figure 2.4b. The osteoblasts surrounded by

the matrix then further differentiate into osteocytes [119–121] (Figure 2.4c), and

osteoprogenitor cells (stem cells partially differentiated to have characteristics of
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bone cells) neighbouring this ossification centre then become osteoblasts and

this process is repeated as the bone grows, shown by Figure 2.4d. The different

structures of trabeculae vs cortical depend on if the initial osteoid is secreted

around an existing capillary, seen in Figure 2.4e. Osteoid which calcifies with

a porous network of capillaries will be less dense than the neighbouring tissue

with just the osteoid and cells present, and so this differentiation creates a dense

cortical shell, and the growth of the mineralised tissue occurs at the boundaries,

as seen in Figure 2.4f.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the process of intramembranous ossification. a) The tissue
starts of as fibrous tissue with undifferentiated mesenchymal stem cells (red). b) The
MSC differentiate into osteoblasts (yellow) in an area known as the ossification centre
(yellow ring). (c) These osteoblasts deposit minerals until they mature into osteocytes
(light yellow with blue outline), and osteoblasts at the edge of the ossification centre
continue to deposit minerals for growth of the ossification centre in (d). Vascularisation
of the bone occurs in (e) with blood vessels (red lines) entering the mineralised tissue
through the periosteum. (f) The bone is established with a blood supply and a cortical
shell (light orange), with the potential for continuous growth.

2.2.4 Cells

When it comes to cells in specific tissues, they are specialised to maintain and

regulate the matrix around them. Since the following experiments look into bone

and cartilage, the types of cells most prominent are osteocytes and chondrocytes,
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and with fibroblasts being present in tissues such as the sutures and annulus

fibrosus. The origins of these cells are the MSC, with differentiation pathways of

each summarised in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: The cell differentiation pathways for osteocytes, chondrocytes, and fibrob-
lasts. All originate from stem cells, which proliferate and then undergo either osteogene-
sis, chondrogenesis, or tendo/ligamentogenesis to eventually differentiate into the matrix
regulating cells.

2.2.4.1 Chondrocytes

Chondrocytes have a slower metabolic rate than most cells due to the anaerobic

environment they reside in [122]. Their morphology is dependent on location

within the cartilage, with proximity to a blood supply and the health of the tissue

being two major factors which influence their shape [16,123–125].

Since articular cartilage is avascular, the more spherical chondrocytes are

present closer to the bone, and more flat and oblique are located at the superficial

region [16, 126]. This is because the chondrocytes are relying on the diffusion

of nutrients from the vascularised subchondral bone. A larger surface area to

volume ratio in the superficial zone means that the uptake of nutrients by diffusion

is more efficient, and means that the chondrocytes remain viable [127].
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However, some studies show that in mature cartilage, the majority of nutrients

are accessed from the synovial fluid rather than the bone. This contradicts the

theory that the vascularised bone is the main nutritional pathway for the carti-

lage, and that hypermineralised cartilage inhibits the flow of nutrients, which then

affects the health of the soft tissue [128]. The immediate environment for chon-

drocytes is the pericellular matrix (PCM), which makes up the unit known as a

chondron [129–131]. This PCM is a region of collagenous matrix, with a distinct

composition and mechanical role than the surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM)

of the cartilage [16,131–133].

Work on the mechanical properties of the chondron structure against isolated

chondrocytes evidences towards the pericellular matrix component resisting com-

pression to prevent chondrocyte damage [134–137]. Whilst the pericellular ma-

trix prevents excessive force on the chondrocyte itself, the process of mechan-

otransduction converts mechanical stress applied to the pericellular matrix and

chondrocyte into biochemical signals which then stimulate the chondrocyte to

build and repair the ECM as required [132]. In the superficial and transitional

zones of articular cartilage (AC) the chondrocytes produce collagens of type II

and IX, which aids in the ECMs role of distribution of both compressive and ten-

sile loads [125, 138]. Chondrocytes in the deep zone also produce a different

collagen type, type X which coincides with hypertrophic chondrocytes, and the

subsequent hypermineralisation of cartilage [138].

The mineralisation of cartilage is a process carried out by the hypertrophic

chondrocytes which produce the matrix vesicles containing the core components,

described earlier in this chapter (section 2.2.2) [58,59,139].
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2.2.4.2 Osteocytes

Osteocytes are matured osteoblasts that have become encased in the mineral

matrix. The typical shape of these is an elongated cell body with cell processes

emerging in all directions. These features are typical of osteocytes but can exhibit

changes to their morphology and dendrite number depending on the mechanical

and chemical environment each one is in [74,140–145].

The void in the mineral matrix where the cell body resides is the lacuna,

and the cell processes branch out into the canaliculi, small microscopic chan-

nels which create a network between neighbouring osteocytes where fluid and

nutrients can be transported, and biochemical and mechanical signals can be

transmitted. This network is the osteocyte lacunae canaliculi network (OLCN).

The osteocytes and their lacunae have different shapes and orientations based

on the principle loading direction, and exhibit different cell membrane stiffnesses

which alter the strain response on the osteocyte [140–144]. Osteocyte body

shapes and sizes also vary with the immediate mineral environment. A lower

bone mineral density (BMD) has been associated with rounder and larger osteo-

cytes, whereas higher BMD regions have more oblate osteocyte cell bodies, with

a larger surface area to volume ratio [145].

The OLCN is the series of microscopic channels connecting the lacunae to

each other in boney tissues. It is a large network, capable of multiple roles to

assist bone health [146]. The three main roles of the OLCN are: mineral home-

ostasis; transport of nutrients and waste disposal; and mechanosensation.

Mineral homeostasis is the process of transferring mineral ions, primarily cal-

cium, Ca2+, to where they are needed most. This isn’t just for bone health, in the

case of aiding remodelling, but is also for the overall working of the human body,
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such as these being used to regulate blood pH [14, 147, 148]. The distribution of

minerals mentioned previously means there is a reservoir of usable calcium ions

to aid in rapid remodelling and homeostasis, without compromising the structural

integrity of the bone [69,70].

For the transport of nutrients, there has to be movement of the fluid which re-

sides in the OLCN. Small molecules have the ability to diffuse through the mineral

matrix, but larger molecules require the OLCN network and the medium of the in-

terstitial fluid for efficient transport [149–151]. Mechanical loading of the tissue

makes the process of nutrient, waste, and signalling molecules flow through the

canaliculi more efficient [152,153].

The OLCN has multiple features which contribute to its collective mechanosen-

sitivity [154–156]. The orientation of oblate lacunae has significance to the mi-

crofracture risk in bones that have a dominant loading direction according to FEA

models, but in osteporotic fracture in biological samples the data is varied and

inconclusive [157, 158]. Within the canaliculi, the interstitial fluid used for trans-

porting nutrients is also rich in ions, and the cell processes are tethered to the

canaliculi walls which ensures sensitivity to the hydraulic, electrical and chemical

signals that are transmitted through the interstitial fluid [149,159].

Communication between osteocytes which regulate these processes can be

simplified into two categories, volume transmission, which involves the use of

biochemical signals such as hormones, and wiring transmission, which includes

mechanical strain, such as movement of fluid [160,161].
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2.2.4.3 Fibroblasts

Fibroblasts are the active form of fibrocytes, depositing a range of organic ECM

components for the soft tissue in which they are situated [162]. The shape of

cultured fibroblasts from different sites has shown to be similar, with an elongated

spindle shape, which is seen throughout healthy tissues in the body [163, 164].

Changes in fibroblast morphology occur when they differentiate into fibrocytes, a

reversible process, or upon certain pathologies, resulting in excessive production

or loss of ground substance in the ECM [165–167].

Fibroblasts are sensitive to biochemical, physical, and mechanical conditions

that affect their behaviour [168]. Compression stresses have been shown to pro-

mote cell proliferation in cardiac tissue [169,170], and within sutures mechanical

stimulation results in greater production of collagen by the fibroblasts [171].

2.3 Physiological Functions of Biointerfaces

2.3.1 The Vertebral Endplate

2.3.1.1 Embryonic Development of the Spine

The vertebral bodies of the spine grow by endochondral ossification, the same

as long bones, but their embryonic origins vary slightly as the intervertebral disc

(IVD) contains remnants of an evolutionary milestone: the notochord [8, 172].

The notochord structure is what differentiates the phylum ’Chordata’ and is the

first structure that resembled a skeletal support for long organisms. During em-

bryonic development, the notochord becomes surrounded by sclerotome, which

later become the vertebrae and annulus fibrosus (AF) [173]. Once the sclero-
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tome starts to differentiate into AF and vertebrae, the notochord segments con-

tract away from the vertebrae to reside within the AF. The structure that was once

the notochord, becomes the nucleus pulposus (NP), and by the time humans are

born, the vertebrae, AF and NP are all distinguishable by their distinct mechanical

properties [173]. The formation of the cartilage endplates (CEP) is combined with

that of the IVD, but is less understood. The contraction of the notochord creates

a continuous structure (AF) around the NP, and the caudal and cranial sections

of this structure later differentiate into the CEP [174].

2.3.1.2 The Vertebral Body Structure

The vertebral bodies are irregular bones, comprising of trabecular bone, sur-

rounded by a dense cortical shell. They are formed by endochondral ossification,

and contain two cartilaginous growth plates or rings near the caudal and cranial

ends. The vertebral bodies are separated from each other by an intervertebral

disc and two endplates, depicted in Figure 2.6.

There are 33 vertebral bodies, and in the coccyx, and in some cases the

sacrum, the vertebral bodies become fused together. The volume of each ver-

tebral body depends on the location, with larger volumes seen in the lumbar re-

gion [175]. Adjacent posteriorly to the vertebral bodies are the vertebral arches

that help house the spinal cord and form connections by muscle and ligament

connections [66,173].

The internal structure of vertebral bodies contains trabecular bone surrounded

by cortical bone and the endplates, shown in the diagrams in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: The structure of the spinal motion segment, showing the intervertebral disc
(blue) between two cartilaginous endplates (green) and vertebral bodies (grey). The vas-
culature is shown in red, and the nerves in yellow. The boney structures of the vertebral
body and collagen arrangement at the interface is shown in the orange box, with the col-
lagen being depicted as pink.

2.3.1.3 The Intervertebral Disc Structure

The intervertebral disc (IVD) contains a gelatinous nucleus pulposus (NP) (light

blue in Figure 2.6), peripherally surrounded by the annulus fibrosus (AF) [16,173]

(blue and darker blue in Figure 2.6). The NP is a hydrated tissue with a higher

water potential than the surrounding tissues, and the collagen network has a

random orientation [173, 176, 177]. The AF by comparison is less hydrated, and

the concentric rings are made up of collagen bundles with alternating directions

[178–180]. The AF collagen types vary between the rings, with a higher type II

content in the central rings next to the NP, that decreases radially, and type I which

has a lower content in the central rings, but gradually becomes the dominant

collagen type at the peripheries [181, 182], shown by the pink lines in Figure

2.6. This varying structure allows the IVD to aid in load bearing and flexibility by

having a deformable central NP that can distribute stress, and the fibrous outer

AF with alternating layers that prevents excessive bulging of the IVD [183–185].

The cells present in the IVD also vary, with remnants of notochord cells, which are
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morphologically similar to chondrocytes, found in the NP. In the AF the cells are

fibroblasts, with the more slender, and more characteristically fibrous cells being

found in the peripheries where there is a higher content of type I collagen [182].

The variation in the IVD’s structure has an important role for its function. The

randomly orientated, type II dominant collagen network in the NP means it de-

forms readily under load. The concentric rings of the AF that gradually increase

in type I collagen content from the centre to the peripheries allows some defor-

mation to occur in the centre, but very little changes at the edges. Having the

deformable centre allows for flexibility, whereas the firmer peripheries means the

disc does not excessively bulge and come into contact with other tissues, such as

the nervous tissue shown in yellow in Figure 2.6 and the spinal chord [186,187].

2.3.2 The Endplate: Structure and Role

The endplates (EPs) of the spine contain several distinct regions, and there is

variation of terminology used in literature with what specific structures constitute

as the endplate [188–192]. In this thesis, we followed the terminology used by

Newell, Ashinsky, Rodrigues, et al [186, 188, 189], to define this interface. There

is the non-mineralised hyaline-like cartilaginous EP that borders the NP and inner

AF, shown in light green in Figure 2.6; the mineralised cartilaginous EP, which is

adjacent to the non-mineralised EP, and the bone, shown as a darker green in

Figure 2.6. The vertebral EP, or sometimes referred to as the boney EP, is the

region between the cartilaginous EP and the growth plate, shown in Figure 2.6.

This multilayered structure between the NP and AF of the IVD, and the growth

plate, is collectively known as the endplate (EP), with each layer having distinct

mechanical and biochemical properties to aid in specific roles.
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The first role of the cartilaginous endplate (CEP) is to be a nutritional pathway

to the IVD. The pores in the mineralised CEP allows nutrients to flow into the

non-mineralised CEP and IVD, from the vascular boney tissue, and for metabolic

waste to flow out [193, 194]. This is essential for the health of the IVD, as the

IVD is the largest avascular tissue, which means without fluid flow through the

endplates, the cells in the IVD would not be viable, and the IVD ECM would not

be regulated [195–199].

Another role of the CEPs is to distribute loads. The non-mineralised CEP

allows the load to be distributed more evenly across the entire IVD, so that there

is less risk of damage to the IVD, and then to the vertebral bodies themselves

[184, 200, 201]. The mineralised CEP has different mechanical properties due

to the minerals, resulting in less deformation under load than the neighbouring

non-mineralised CEP.

The mineralised CEP is thought to aid in anchoring the unmineralised EP and

IVD, to the mineralised bone of the vertebral endplate (VEP), to reduce the risk of

fracture at the interface between the CEP and VEP [202, 203]. The biomechani-

cal environment of the EP exhibits six degrees of freedom, in the form or tension,

compression, and torsion [204], and frequent locations of fracture in the spine

include the tidemark (the interface between non-mineralised and mineralised tis-

sues), and at the cement line (a boundary line within mineralised tissues usually

associated with osteon boundaries in bone as well as the interface between min-

eralised cartilage and bone) [205–208].

The collagen content in the CEP is both type I and type II, and stems from

the collagen in the inner AF. In the VEP the collagen is predominantly I, and in

animal models appears to be similar to the epiphysis seen in long bone by hav-
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ing a cortical shell surrounding trabecular bone, and a growth plate which fuses

upon skeletal maturity. However, the visual similarity of the VEP is only relevant

for some animal models [209, 210]. The main differences are that in humans

and primates, there is the epiphyseal ring peripherally, and the growth plate car-

tilage is adjacent to the CEP, leading some publications to include the growth

plate cartilage as part of the endplate [210–213]. Whereas in ovine samples,

the CEP borders the subchondral bone (SCB), and the growth plate cartilage is

surrounded by boney tissue on either side.

The difference between the epiphyseal ring structure seen in primates, and

the growth plate in other mammals is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Diagrams of how the interface between vertebral bodies and IVDs differ
between human and ovine samples. In humans the growth plate cartilage is adjacent to the
CEP and there is an epiphyseal ring, whereas in the ovine, the growth plate is separated
from the CEP by the SCB and trabecular bone.

The boney structure of the VEP has a varied structure within itself. Adjacent

to the mineralised CEP and AF is a cortical shell, composed of osteons, visible by

the Haversian canals and concentric rings of collagen and cell lacunae [14,203].

Further into the VEP in animal models, there are marrow channels separated with
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a trabecular bone structure characterised by continuous long bundles of collagen

following the axis direction of the trabecular bone. Humans have these structures

as well but, due to the absences of a growth plate and the presence of an epiphy-

seal ring, the VEP in humans is defined differently, and is considered separate to

the cortical shell [192,214].

Studies into the dimensions for the individual human lumbar VEP structures

have found the cranial VEPs (relative to the IVD) to be thicker than the caudal,

with average values of 1.03 mm and 0.78 mm respectively, with the thickness for

each increasing from L1 to L5, and is higher in samples with degeneration in

the neighbouring IVD [215,216]. Other studies into both the thoracic and lumbar

region agree with these findings but consider the caudal and cranial terms with

respect to the vertebra. The thinner caudal EP (with respect to the IVD) has been

related to the higher fracture risk of this region, observed in clinical data [217–

219]. All studies into the morphology of the endplate confirm that the endplate

becomes thinner at the centre, where it is adjacent to the NP [209,215,217]. The

porosity of the VEP has been found to be inversely related to the VEP thickness,

with a greater porosity in the central region where the EP neighbours the NP,

where exchange of nutrients occurs [194,196,220].

2.3.2.1 Collagen Organisation in EP

Collagen in the CEP has been studied using second harmonic generation (SHG)

by Ferguson et al, and the images show that the collagen fibres from the non

mineralised CEP are continuous going into the mineralised CEP. Such a find-

ing would mean that the SHG signal alone is unable to distinguish between the

soft tissue and mineralised interface [221]. A later study using multiphoton mi-
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croscopy combined both the SHG and two photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF)

signal and the mineralised cartilage had an increased TPEF signal, similar to the

bone [203]. The source of fluorescence in bone is thought to be from a few amino

acids in the collagen [222,223], but the fact the TPEF shows a higher intensity sig-

nal in the mineralised CEP indicates that if these are the source, then this region

of the CEP has a different collagen composition, even if the structure appears the

same under SHG. Other observations between the non-mineralised and miner-

alised CEP found that the bundles start forming subbundles at the tidemark and

further into the mineralised CEP which is hypothesised to aid in anchoring the

non-mineralised CEP to the mineralised CEP [203].

The collagen anchoring mechanisms at the peripheries are better understood,

as the mostly type I collagen fibres at the outer AF anchor directly into the bone

as Sharpey’s fibres, with other components such as elastin [224,225].

2.3.2.2 Mineralisation in VEP

The average bone mineral density assessed by µCT concludes that the mineral

density is higher in cranial VEPs [215]. The BMD of the neighbouring trabecular

bone to the VEP in both thoracic and lumbar studies shows the mineral density

being lower in the anterior regions, and higher in the posterior arches [218]. In

the cervical region of the spine, the distribution of minerals in the transverse plane

exhibits a higher mineral density in the peripheral VEP, than the central VEP, and

the anterior section getting increasingly more mineralised from segments C3-

C7 [226]. The difference between anterior and posterior mineralisation patterns

is likely due to the curvature of these difference spinal sections.

A study into how the mineral crystals vary between the bone, and the miner-
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alised fibrocartilage at the AF-vertebral body interface indicates that the size of

the hydroxyapatite crystals themselves do not vary between the bone, and min-

eralised cartilage, but there is an increase in the degree of mineralisation in the

mineralised cartilage [227].

Raman spectroscopy has been carried out in the region of the endplate to look

at how the biochemical composition changes between the non-mineralised CEP,

mineralised CEP, VEP and vertebral body, and these were compared under the

NP and the AF [83]. The ratios of mineral to matrix (carbonate and phosphate to

Amide I peak respectively) were found to be higher under the NP region than the

AF in all mineralised regions, with the amount decreasing from bone, to miner-

alised cartilage (MC) to minimal amounts in the non-mineralised cartilage (NMC)

and even less in the IVD. The ratio of carbonate components in bone has pre-

viously been shown to be an indicator of the rate of remodelling in bone tissue:

where a higher rate of carbonate to phosphate, or carbonate to Amide I ratio,

is indicative of lower rate of remodelling since carbonate crystals are gradually

substituted into the mineral matrix over time [82]. This same principle in the Ra-

man study would indicate that the higher carbonate to amide I ratio under the NP

means that there is a higher rate of remodelling under the AF [83]. This seems

to contradict what has been claimed in another paper, that uses the mineral den-

sity as a marker for remodelling in human vertebral endplates, and shows that

there is a higher mineral density, and hence a lower rate of remodelling, in the

peripheries [226]. However, in the human study, the motion segments were from

the cervical region, which has a different mechanical environment to the lumbar

region. Whether this discrepancy is due to animal model limitations or due to dif-

ferent sections would need to be investigated further. The human study was also
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conducted using a different method, computed-tomography-osteoabsorptiometry,

which is assessing the density of the tissue rather than looking at spectra at the

specific bonds, which might show a difference: the carbonate crystals are not the

only molecules contributing to mineral matrix (6-9% in humans) as the majority of

bone is hydroxyapatite, and varies between species [14].

2.3.3 Structure of Skulls and The Cranial Sutures

Skulls are the skeletal structures that house the brain, and provide protection to

the brain and other facial organs. They consist of cranial plates, which are flat

bones, joined together by the fibrous sutures, shown as a schematic diagram in

Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a human skull, showing the cranial plates. The parietal bone is
in a light blue, the frontal is in a light orange, and the occipital bone is a pale yellow. The
sutures connecting these plates are highlighted and include the lamboid suture (yellow),
squamous suture (purple), sagittal suture (blue), coronal suture (green), and interfrontal
suture (orange)

Both intramembranous and endochondral ossification are responsible for the

growth of the skull, with the cranial vault bones of the parietal, frontal, and part
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of the occipital growing intramembranously. Endochondral ossification occurs in

the temporal bone, the occipital closer to the temporal region, as well as smaller

cranial base bones [228]. These methods of growth of the cranial plates are

sensitive to cyclic loading [229].

The cranial plates, away from the sutures, contain two surfaces at the interior

and exterior of the skull, which consist of dense cortical bone. The centre of the

flat bone is made up of diploe, a type of trabecular bone found in the skull [230].

2.3.3.1 Calvarial Sutures

The sutures that connect the flat bones of the skulls are a collagenous network

with mesenchyme and fibroblasts whose functional role is to facilitate the growth

of the plates and to distribute stress [231–233]. Elastin is another major compo-

nent within the suture ECM, contributing to the tissue’s ability to withstand loads

without permanent deformation [234].

The skull maintains a structurally stable curvature of the cranial plates through-

out growth by continuous remodelling, where the mineralised matrix neighbouring

the dura mater is absorbed by osteoclasts, and mineral deposition occurs on the

external surface by osteoblasts. Upon skeletal maturity the sutures are com-

pletely ossified and no further growth of the skull occurs.

The structure of the sutures can take a few different shapes depending on the

age and mechanical environment of the suture, but all of them during growth con-

tain the unossified centre, and two osteogenic fronts at the neighbouring cranial

plates. The morphology of these sutures dictates how the mechanical stresses

are dissipated across the interface [235].

The different formation sutures are shown in Figure 2.9, which indicates differ-
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ent forms and degrees of interdigitation, which arises throughout ageing due to

externally influenced stresses on the suture [236–238]. The sutures sensitivity to

changing stresses, and the responding mechanotransduction to the cells are what

drive the bone growth at this interface. After exposure to higher stresses there

is evidence that there is a higher level of interdigitation of the sutures [239, 240],

whereas the overall width of the sutures narrows gradually during the fusion pro-

cess [241].

The ages at which each suture fuses has a lot of variability [242–248], but the

typical age ranges provided by literature are summarised in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.9: Different forms of sutures. A) An abutted suture, with no apparent interdigi-
tation. B) Bevelled suture, with minimal overlap. C) Interdigitated pattern, and D) Highly
interdigitated pattern, common in sutures with a very high stress environment. The paler
grey of the bone near the sutures indicates the location of higher mineral density of woven
bone, and the dark grey indicates marrow channels within the lamellar bone.
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Table 2.1: Table of the Suture Fusion Ages in Humans

Suture Typical age range for complete fusion References

Sagittal 18-65 years [243–245]

Squamous >70 years [246]

Coronal 56-70 years [244, 245]

Interfrontal 3 - 9 months [247, 248]

2.3.3.2 Collagen in Calvarial Sutures and Cranial Plates

The collagen in the cranial plates is predominantly type I, and like other bones,

the majority is lamellar and parallel to the surface of the bone. Within the suture,

the fibrous tissue contains mostly type I collagen arranged in such way that at the

borders of the soft tissue the fibre alignments are almost parallel, whereas in the

centre of the suture there is no dominant direction, and is shown as a diagram in

Figure 2.10 [249–251]. The collagen type expressed in the suture is susceptible

to the mechanical environment, as when the sutures undergo mechanical stress,

the cells produce type III collagen rapidly as a response [252].
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of collagen arrangements in the cranial sutures. The two cra-
nial plates are shown at the sides, with the suture in dark grey in the centre. The colla-
gen is shown by the pink lines, where the fibres in the suture have a disordered spatial
arrangement. These pink lines represent all collagens, including type I and III in this
circumstance.

2.3.3.3 Minerals in the Cranium

The bone mineral density of the skull vault has been evaluated to be 2.19 − 2.3

g/cm2 in premenopausal women [86, 253], and with other studies showing the

BMD of the skull depending on age and sex of the sample [254]. These stud-

ies have looked at the entire region of the cranial vault, and so do not provide

the smaller level detail needed to understand the mineral heterogeneity on the

micrometre scale.

Work on characterising the minerals on the nanoscale at the suture-cranial

plate interface has focused on the biochemistry of the crystals, and how that

changes through fetal development [85, 255]. These have verified that the min-

eralisation process described in section 2.2.2, where the apatite crystals grow

once within the collagen structures, occurs at this interface also, and that there
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are variations of apatite minerals present, detected by Raman spectroscopy [85].

2.3.3.4 Mechanical Properties

Due to animal models being required for early research [256], a schematic of a

mouse skull is shown in Figure 2.11 which visibly has a different morphology to

the human skull depicted in Figure 2.8, but the sutures and cranial bone organi-

sation is comparable. The mechanical properties of the frontal and parietal plates

have been compared as well as the unmineralised suture, and it has been found

that the frontal is mechanically stronger, but that the parietal has a ductility. The

sagittal and coronal sutures display no major differences [257]. When comparing

these mechanical values to the diseased state, the frontal bone in mice mutated

to have craniosynostosis has a lower elastic modulus than the wild type, but the

parietal bone did not show this difference, and there was no difference between

the elastic moduli of the sutures themselves [258].

The facial sutures and their mineralisation fronts have been investigated by

nano-indentation, and has shown that there are differences between the elastic

modulus of the sutures themselves, as well as the bone neighbouring them [259].

This indicates that each suture will have a different composition and structure,

related to the mechanical environment which it experiences.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the sutures of interest and the relevant cranial plates for a
mouse skull. The sutures are in thick coloured lines, and the plates are a pale colour.

2.4 Dysregulation of Biointerfaces

2.4.1 Clinical Relevance of Endplate changes

One of the most common disabilities in the UK is chronic back pain, and a com-

mon physical symptom is that of degenerated IVDs [1,260,261]. Since the nutri-

tion of the IVD comes from the endplates, the hypermineralisation of these end-

plates later in life has been associated with the degeneration of the IVD, leading

to altered mechanical function of the tissues [8, 11, 199, 214, 262]. The degen-

erated disc is characterised by a breakdown of the NP-AF boundary, excessive

bulging, reduction in IVD height, and ingrowth of vasculature and nerves into the

normally avascular and aneural tissue. Meanwhile the neighbouring bone has
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been observed to have the formation of osteophytes at the peripheries, and more

centrally, there is the presence of Schmorl’s nodes, where the IVD tissue, most

commonly the NP, penetrates through the EP into the vertebral body [263].

These pathologies occur commonly with ageing, and how the healthy tissue

compares to this degenerated state is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: A diagram comparing a healthy spine to one with a degenerated IVD. The
main changes in the degenerated state are hypermineralisation of the CEP, bulging of the
IVD and loss of IVD height, protrusion of vasculature and nerve vessels into the IVD,
and in the bone there is the formation of osteophytes.

2.4.2 Disease associated with mineralisation of calvarial sutures

Premature mineralisation and closure of the sutures leads to deformities that

can increase intracranial pressures, in a disease known as craniosynostosis [66].

Craniosynostosis effects 1 in 2000 newborns and has symptoms of visual dam-

age, disrupted mental development, and occasionally death [264,265]. There are

characteristic skull deformations that arise from craniosynostosis, where the dif-

ferences arise from which sutures fuse prematurely in comparison to the others.

Most commonly it is the sagittal suture which fuses early, resulting in scapho-

cephaly [66]. The causes of craniosynostosis are thought to be primarily genetic,
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with over 50 gene mutations so far which are responsible for the premature fusion

of the sutures [266]. With current therapies for this disease involving breaking and

reshaping the skull of infants [13,267], it is of interest to understand the minerali-

sation process at this interface and how less invasive methods of treatment could

be achieved.
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Chapter 3

Imaging Techniques

This chapter introduces the microscopy techniques which were used to image

the tissues described in chapter 2. The systems used consist of a confocal laser

scanning microscope (CLSM), a multiphoton microscope (MPM), and a scanning

electron microscope (SEM), to image the OLCN, the collagen, and the minerals

respectively. The details include the physical set up of how the microscopes

achieve high resolutions, and how the signal is produced in the tissue to give the

spatial information on the feature being imaged.

3.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

A confocal system is one which uses a pinhole to filter out out-of-focus light. The

principles of a confocal microscope are shown in Figure 3.1, where the beam path

of the light emitted by the sample is manipulated to get a strong signal from the

focal plane of the objective lens, and a confocal pinhole is used to filter out the sig-

nal that originates from other planes, producing an image that isn’t degraded by

light originating from out-of-focus planes in the sample. A conventional confocal

microscope includes a series of lenses, to focus the laser, and a dichroic mirror
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with different reflective and transmission properties depending on the wavelength,

to ensure the initial laser beam (green in Figure 3.1) is reflected and focused

by the objective lens towards the sample (yellow in Figure 3.1). The emitted

fluorescence from within the sample, with a different wavelength (red in Figure

3.1), is captured and collimated by the objective lens, and transmitted through the

dichroic mirror. It is then focused with a lens through the pinhole aperture, which

filters out the signals generated from other planes within the sample, to create a

high-resolution image [268,269].

The wavelength of the laser is chosen along with a dye to show up features

of interest with a high quality. In this thesis, the dye is Rhodamine 6G, with an

excitation wavelength of 525 nm, and an emission wavelength of 548 nm [270].

Figure 3.1: Basic principles of confocal microscopy, where a laser beam (1) is collimated
by the lens (2) to a dichroic mirror (3). At this mirror, most of the light from the direction
is then reflected towards another lens (4) where it is focused onto the sample (5). The
light emitted by the sample (now red arrows), is then collimated by the objective lens (6),
passed through the dichroic mirror (7) and focused by another lens (8) to get the signal
through the pinhole (9) to create the image (10).

A CLSM was used in the osteocyte canalicular network part of this project,

where a laser of 488 nm was used. 3D image stacks were acquired in addition to

large area images, which were acquired by tiling multiple fields of view.
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3.2 Multiphoton Microscopy: Second Harmonic Gener-

ation

MPM involves the use of a long wavelength, high intensity lasers to image various

features within a sample by the near simultaneous absorption of two or more pho-

tons, which are then emitted as one higher energy photon. Frequency doubling

is the phenomenon where two photons of frequency f , get absorbed, to produce

one photon with a frequency of 2f , and is also known as second harmonic gen-

eration (SHG). SHG is used to image chiral structures, such as collagen. Chiral

structures have no centre of symmetry, and so the second term of the non-linear

polarisation polynomial ( χ(2) in equation 3.1) does not tend to zero, leading to a

comparatively strong second harmonic signal with respect to other mediums. In

samples with inversion symmetry, the second term tends to 0 due to the electric

dipole approximation [268,271].

P(E) = ε0
(
χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...

)
(3.1)

In equation 3.1 the polarization is the vector P(E), ε0 is the permittivity, χ is

the susceptibilty of the medium and E is the electric field vector of the incoming

field [272].

The principles of Second harmonic generation are shown in Figure 3.2, where

the resultant photon is exactly twice the energy of a single incoming photon.

On the molecular level, fibrillar collagen forms an ordered and non-centrosymmetric

material which makes it an efficient generator of the second harmonic signal near

infrared light. As a result, SHG microscopy has become the gold standard for

studying the microscopic orientation and organisation of fibrillar collagen.
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Figure 3.2: The energy diagrams showing the process of a purely elastic multiphoton
emission process, where two lower energy photons (red) are absorbed near simultaneously
and emitted as one higher energy photon (green), with no energy lost.

3.2.1 Polarisation Dependent SHG

The SHG signal intensity is dependent on the polarisation of the incoming laser,

and the orientation of the structure producing the SHG signal. A polarisation

sensitive SHG (pSHG) data set consists of a series of SHG microscopy images

acquired from the same field of view, with each image being acquired with a differ-

ent incident polarisation. The maximum intensity will be when the 3D structure of

the collagen fibrils is aligned with the incoming laser polarisation. A schematic of

this can be seen in Figure 3.3a, where the incoming laser has a polarisation angle

of α, and when the collagen bundle also has a principle direction of α, the SHG

signal is brighter. As the angles change to become less aligned with the incom-

ing laser, the intensity reduces, depicted by the darker yellow collagen bundles in

Figure 3.3.

For each pixel, when scanning through the angles, the intensity can be plotted

to a cosine fitting function to show this polarisation dependence, and the max-

imum intensity is indicative of the principle collagen orientation. The degree to

which the SHG intensity is modulated by the rotation of polarised light is a mea-

sure of the dispersion of the collagen molecules. If all collagen fibres and bundles
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are aligned, as seen in Figure 3.3b in red, then the SHG intensity detected from

the sample will be strongly modulated by the effect of the polarisation rotation.

However, regions that have collagen fibrils with a greater degree of dispersion,

such as in Figure 3.3b in green and blue, the SHG signal will be originating from

structures with a variety of directions, and therefore the amplitude of peaks and

troughs in the SHG intensity will be reduced. With these measurements, it is

therefore possible to directly measure the orientation at the fibrillar level, and

probe the organisation at the molecular level [273–275].

Figure 3.3: The schematics of how the collagen structures effect the SHG signal at dif-
ferent polarisation angles. a) The principle direction of the collagen bundle determines
the intensity at a given polarisation, with a brighter signal when the polarisation angle
matches the orientation. b) The degree of dispersion of the collagen is responsible for
how much the intensity changes with polarisation angle, and must be within the region of
I2=1, where all bundles are perfectly aligned, seen in red in this schematic, down to I2=0,
shown in dark blue, where all bundles have a maximum degree of dispersion and are not
aligned.

The circular functions used to parametise the modulation of SHG intensity at
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each image pixel as a function of the incident polarisation angle are shown in

equations 3.2 and 3.3, where ISHG(α) is the overall intensity of the SHG signal at

a polarisation angle α. I2 and φ2 are the second order parameters for intensity

and phase respectively, and I4 and φ4 are the fourth order counterparts. [17,274–

277]. The coefficients are a0, a2, a4, b2 and b4 and are calculated by projecting the

measured data onto the circular functions defined in equation 3.2 [277]. For this

thesis, it is the second order parameters of intensity (I2) and phase (φ2) which are

obtained by the coefficients, shown in equation 3.4.

ISHG(α) ∝ a0 + a2cos2α + b2sin2α + a4cos4α + b4sin4α (3.2)

ISHG(α) ∝ a0 + I2cos2(α− φ2) + I4cos4(α− φ4) (3.3)

I2 =

√
a22 + b22
a0

, φ2 =
1

2
tan−1

( b2
a2

)
(3.4)

Since I2 values depend on how much the intensity changes throughout the

stack, the value depends on the dispersion of the collagen fibrils, as seen in Fig-

ure 3.3. If the collagen fibrils are perfectly aligned, then the signal will experience

a greater change in intensity as the polarisation angle changes, and there will

be a greater value for I2. However, if the the collagen is dispersed, there will

be minimal changes in intensity (low I2) as for each pixel there will always be a

small amount of collagen generating the signal for each angle. With this theory,

the pSHG quantitative process is shown in Figure 3.4, where Figure 3.4a shows

the raw image stack taken with multiple polarisation angles. Figure 3.4b shows

the plotting of one pixel with varying intensity, and the fitting curve to obtain the
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coefficients. The results for the values of I2 are expressed in two ways, one with a

histogram to show the entire spread of values, and one with a colour map to show

where these values come from within the raw image, both shown in Figure 3.4c.

The range of Φ2 values are visualised within a polar plot in Figure 3.4d to show

the 90◦ range of bundle directions within the sample, and how certain directions

are more prominent. The final data is shown in Figure 3.4e, where small areas of

I2 and Φ2 data are averaged, and a line is plotted with the angle of the average

Φ2 for that smaller area, and in the colour of the average I2, so that we can see

the spatial distribution of the I2 and Φ2 values on the sample imaged.
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Figure 3.4: An example of the steps of pSHG quantitative analysis on articular cartilage
at the cartilage and subchondral bone interface. a) The raw data is collected as a stack
of the same location with different polarisation angles for each slice. b) Each pixel count
is plotted as a function of polarisation angle, and fitted with a cosine function. In c) the
results of I2 are shown, as both a histogram, as well as a colour map. d) The polar plot
of Φ2 values, and in e) the final I2-Φ2 map overlayed with the averaged raw data to show
the spatial distribution of the values, where the lines direction represents the principle
orientation (Φ2), and the colour of these lines is indicative of the dispersion (I2 value).
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3.3 Multiphoton Microscopy: Two-Photon Excitation Flu-

orescence

MPMs are also routinely used to acquire images of two-photon excited fluores-

cence (TPEF), a nonlinear optical process that occurs when two co-incident pho-

tons combine to promote an electron to a higher energy state. In fluorescent

molecules, some of the excitation energy is lost to thermal relaxation processes

before emitting a fluorescent photon in order to return to its electronic ground

state. A TPEF signal is produced by the same experimental set up that is used

to excite SHG, and so both of these are acquired simultaneously by two separate

detectors. The principles behind TPEF are shown in Figure 3.5, where the dif-

ference between TPEF and SHG can be visually seen by the thermal relaxation

occurring in Figure 3.5, yet not in the SHG process shown in Figure 3.2.

Due to the lower energy emissions of TPEF compared the SHG, the detectors

can filter the signals by their wavelength, with a bandpass filter with a narrow

range at 2f required for the SHG channel, and a wide bandpass filter for < 2f for

the TPEF.

Figure 3.5: The energy diagrams of the multiphoton emission process, where two lower
energy photons (red) are absorbed simultaneously, and emitted as one (green), but there
is energy lost during thermal relaxation (vibrational energy in dark red dashed line).
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3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy can be used as a microscopy technique to image features

smaller than the wavelength of light, and also to obtain the elemental composition

at the surface. The principles of the electron microscope are shown in Figure 3.6,

where an electron source produces a stream of electrons, which are then colli-

mated and focused by a series of charged and magnetic lenses. This beam then

scans across a sample, and there are a variety of interactions with the sample

that produce unique signals that can be detected, seen in Figure 3.7. The signals

from the secondary electron interaction, and the backscattered are explained in

more detail, as those are used in the experiments in later chapters.

Figure 3.6: A schematic of the electron microscope set up. An electron gun emits a source
of electrons (1) that are then collimated by an anode (2). The beam of electrons is focused
with a magnetic lens (3), and the scanning coils allow for the raster movement of the beam
(4) on the sample surface (5). The 2 main signals are back scattered electrons (6), and
secondary electrons (7), which provide different information, and therefore two images
(8)
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Figure 3.7: Location of where the electron signal comes from when scanning with the
electron microscope. Secondary electrons are emitted by the incoming beam exciting
the electrons in the atoms. Backscattered electrons are the elastic scattering of the initial
electron beam EDX is the detected X-ray photon released from deeper within the sample,
where the source is an electron filling a vacant shell from a previous emitted electron.
Auger electrons (grey) are very rare, and can only be detected from the very surface as a
by-product of secondary emission leaving a vacant shell, and the energy of orbital filling
being transferred to another electron which is enough to eject it from the atom.

3.4.1 Secondary Emissions

Secondary electrons (pink in Figures 3.6 and 3.7) are emitted from the first few

nm of the sample and so produce an image of the topography of the sample. The

energy range is typically < 50 eV , lower than the incoming beam due to inelastic

processes. They are sourced from the ionisation of the atoms at the surface,

where the excitation process causes the ejection of an electron. The production

of secondary electrons at the atomic scale is visualised by the Bohr models in

Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The process in a Scanning Electron Microscope of how the secondary elec-
trons are produced, as well as the EDX signal. The secondary electrons are electrons
already part of the sample atoms, that are displaced due to the incoming electron beam.
The EDX signal is a characteristic photon emitted when the orbital vacated by a secondary
electron is filled.

3.4.2 Back Scattered Electrons

Back-scattered electron (BSE) imaging is the signal from the electrons that are

elastically reflected back from the material. Since the process is elastic, the en-

ergy of the backscattered electrons is higher than the secondary electrons, and

the electrons are the same ones from the original beam. The typical energies

are similar to that of the initial incoming electron beam, and it is a combination

of both the different energies, and the different detection angle that distinguishes

BSE and Secondary electron signals. The images produced with BSE contain in-

formation from deeper within the sample than secondary electrons, and the pixel

brightness is determined by the atomic number of the sample. Elements with a

more positively charged nucleus are able to back scatter a greater proportion of

the incoming electrons, leading to a stronger signal, and are therefore seen as a

brighter pixel. This scattering process is shown in Figure 3.9 on the atomic scale.
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Figure 3.9: The process of backscattered electrons, where the electron is the same as the
incoming electron, but has been elastically diverted from the originally beam path, due to
the strong positive charge of the nucleus.

3.4.2.1 Quantitative Backscattered Electron Imaging

Quantification of the degree of mineralisation in a tissue was obtained using

Quantitative Backscattered Electron Imaging (QBEI). This process used the the-

ory of how signals are produced in a BSE image, alongside reference materials

to quantify the mean atomic number (Zmean) of the tissue, as well as the calcium

weight % (CaWt%). The proportion of backscattered electrons, and hence the

intensity of the signal, is linearly dependent on the mean atomic number of the

elements being scanned. On the image produced this was displayed as a brighter

intensity on the pixel where there were heavier elements. Due to this linear rela-

tionship between the pixel intensity and mean atomic number, the mean atomic

number of a variable sample was calculated with the use of known reference ma-

terials imaged under the same conditions. In this project, the reference materials

used were Carbon (C), Magnesium Fluoride (MgF2), and Aluminium (Al), which
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were used to create a linear plot with the following format:

Intensity = mZmean + C (3.5)

This equation was then used to extract the Zmean value from the raw image with

unknown Zmean, where m was the gradient, and C was the y-intercept.

In mineralised tissues the majority of the BSE signal comes from the calcium

in the hydroxyapatite crystal. The variations in intensity, and therefore Zmean, in

the tissues further allowed us to calculate the CaWt% in the tissue. The known

CaWt% of pure hydroxyapatite is 39.68%, with a Zmean of 14.06. The CaWt% of

osteoid, or unmineralised tissue is 0%. With the Zmean of hydroxyapatite known,

the theoretical pixel intensity was obtained by the first linear relationship (equation

3.5). A second linear equation was then obtained, relating the pixel intensity, to

CaWt%, using the theoretically calculated hydroxyapatite value for pixel intensity

under those conditions, and the osteoid tissue imaged in the sample. The format

of the new equation was:

CaWt% = m2Intensity + C2 (3.6)

This second equation can then be applied across all pixels to convert the

intensity into a CaWt%, where m2 is the gradient, and C2 is the y-axis intercept.

3.4.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) relies on the process of secondary

electron emission, as this means that higher energy electrons drop down to a

lower, vacated state, and emit a photon with a specific energy. Since every ele-
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ment has a unique emission spectra, the elemental composition can be acquired

from detection of these photons, as well as the relative amount as a percentage.

This process is shown in Figure 3.8, where relaxation of an electron in an higher

energy orbital, releases this characteristic photon.
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Chapter 4

Multimodal Study of the Endplate

4.1 Introduction

The endplate (EP) is the multi-layered tissue which connects the cartilaginous

growth plate of the vertebral body to the intervertebral disc (IVD). The layer of EP

neighbouring the IVD is a layer of hyaline-like cartilage, referred to as the non-

mineralised cartilage endplate (CEP). Adjacent to the non-mineralised CEP is a

layer of mineralised cartilage, which is known as the mineralised CEP. Between

the CEP and the cartilaginous growth plate lies the vertebral endplate (VEP). The

VEP, sometimes referred to as the boney endplate, or the osseous endplate, is

where literature is inconsistent with terminology [188, 203, 209, 215, 278]. The

combination of these three layers of non-mineralised CEP, mineralised CEP, and

VEP, collectively make the whole EP structure, as is seen in Wojtków et al. [209].

This three layered structure is important for flexibility, withstanding heavy loads,

and transporting nutrients. With degeneration of the tissue these functions are

impaired, and changes in this structure leads to back pain and further degen-

eration in both the soft IVD, and an increased risk of fracture in the boney tis-
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sue [201, 279–281]. The complex organisation of the VEP imposes a signifi-

cant challenge in studying its structure-mechanics relationship and the changes

in ageing or pathological conditions. However, understanding the structure and

mechanics of this region is critical to both the preventative and therapeutic clinical

methodologies, due to the increased risk of fracture that occurs at this bound-

ary [217,279,282,283].

The constituents of the EP which give rise to its mechanical properties are

the minerals and collagens, and the organisation within each layer is vital for the

functionality. The non-mineralised CEP does not have minerals for rigidity, but

the hyaline-like collagen structure helps to distribute the loads across the IVD so

compression and flexion can be achieved without pain or damage [9, 187, 284].

The mineralised CEP contains collagen fibres which are continuous bundles from

the non-mineralised CEP, but are also encrusted with the mineral pellets which

gives it rigidity [203,221]. The VEP contains type I collagen, with large bundles of

collagen being parallel to the VEP-CEP interface in the central region [285]. At the

peripheries of the VEP, the collagen fibres changes direction to create Sharpey

fibres which join the collagen bundles in the outer annulus fibrosus (OAF) of the

IVD [224]. The continuous collagen between the two regions of the CEP are what

keep these two mechanically different tissues connected, and the minerals serve

as an anchor between the CEP and the VEP. The VEP is the result of secondary

ossification centres in the vertebral body, and therefore has a role in growth, as

well as being highly vascularised and porous so that there is a supply of nutrients

to the cartilaginous tissues [209,214,262,284,286,287].

In order to enable material exchange across this three-layered structure and

reach the avascular IVD, there is a multiscale transport system to bring in nutri-
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ents and remove metabolic wastes [196, 288]. The boney VEP has vasculature

and has the osteocyte lacunae canalicular network (OLCN) as a transport net-

work between the blood vessels and the osteocytes to keep the cells viable in the

boney tissue [146,150]. Despite the dense mineral matrix, the mineralised CEP is

still porous, so that the neighbouring soft tissue can receive nutrients and dispose

of waste [196, 288]. However, the nature of molecule transport across the mul-

tiphase CEP is still to be determined. The porosity of the mineralised CEP has

been reported to be higher in the central regions adjacent to the nucleus pulpo-

sus, with channels permeating through the mineralised tissue and terminating as

buds at the tide mark. Some researchers have hypothesised that these channels

may contain either blood vessel loops or lymphatic vessels [203, 287, 289–291].

These channels are assumed to be the route of large molecules to flow between

the bone and IVD [198], and the reduction of these channels has been corre-

lated with a greater degree of degeneration [198]. For small molecules, diffu-

sion through the tissue suffices as the main transport mechanism in healthy sam-

ples [193,196,288]. However, as mineralisation of the CEP increases, the overall

diffusivity of the CEP decreases, and this change in transport property also neg-

atively affects the cells in the IVD [188, 288]. With these nutrition and waste

pathways becoming obfuscated, there is a greater role in dynamic loading later in

life to ensure the IVD remains healthy [184,193].

Much of the research on the spine has focused on characterising the IVD and

how that changes with age. The changes experienced by the soft tissue can be

captured by techniques, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to show the

breakdown of boundary between the nucleus pulposus and the annulus fibrosus,

and bulging of the IVD [186, 190, 292–294]. However the effects of degeneration
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on the neighbouring boney tissue is sparse, with conflicting data, such as where

channels terminate prior to the disc, and how the permeability of the mineral

matrix changes with age [191,193,203,290,295].

The VEP is a point of interest due to the complex mechanical environment,

and high risk of failure in older patients [217,279,282,296–298]. The mineralised

CEP has been explored by backscaterred electron imaging (BSE) to compare

the mineralisation interface in both healthy and aged or diseased samples [221],

but have yet to be characterised by both the mineralisation and cellular network,

both which are indicators of bone health [69,299–302]. The connection between

these mechanically different tissues has gained attention more recently. Whilst

the collagen structure between the non-mineralised CEP and mineralised CEP

has been investigated by second harmonic generation (SHG) to show continuity

across the tidemark [203, 221], the collagen structure between the mineralised

CEP and VEP and the spatial correlation between the collagen, minerals, and

cellular organisation are still to be explored. Observations on osteochondral in-

terfaces found elsewhere in the body, such as articular cartilage on joints, have

the collagen bundles anchor directly into the subchondral bone [16,126,303,304].

However, the VEP and CEP interface does not have a near-perpendicular inser-

tion of fibres across the interface [284,285], which could be a prominent factor in

the high fracture risk in this region. The spatial correlation between the minerali-

sation and the osteocyte lacunae canalicular network and collagen is where there

is a significant gap in knowledge, but would provide insight into how these factors

may influence each other in such a mechanically dynamic tissue interface.

Recent work in long bones has used multiple imaging modalities in order to

characterise features such as the OLCN and mineral density distribution using
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confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) respectively [69, 299, 300]. These features can be an indicator of the

bone’s ability to respond to changing environment, and can therefore provide

insight into how the VEP changes with age, and correlates to the degree of de-

generation more commonly seen in the IVD. The same samples can be imaged

using SHG and two photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) to obtain information

on the collagen structure to assess the organisation of the collagen in these tis-

sues [17,87,126,268,303,305]. The collagen organisation across boundaries is

where stresses are dissipated and detailed studies into the collagen orientation

and dispersion can therefore provide insight on why there is an increased fracture

risk at these boundaries.

In this chapter, the focus is on the VEP, the boney structure spanning be-

tween the CEP and the growth plate. This chapter focuses on characterising the

structure of the EP in young, healthy animal models, by assessing the mineral

distribution and OLCN in the tissues, and illustrating how the VEP is connected

to CEP. The aims are to answer the following research questions:

• How does the arrangement of the OLCN, and more specifically the canalic-

ular density compare between the irregular bones of the vertebral bodies in

sheep models, and the already established long bones in multiple animal

models?

• Is the mineral distribution in the VEP homogenous, or heterogenous, and if

the latter, what is the spatial pattern?

• Where within the EP structure does the collagen change from predominantly

type II to type I, and how does the dispersion of these collagen fibres change

between the mechanically dissimilar tissues?
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The EP is studied by three imaging techniques in this chapter, each giving

complementary data to help build up a more comprehensive picture of the struc-

tures making up this interface. CLSM in combination with rhodamine staining is

applied to investigate the OLCN distribution in the VEP. The BSE data focuses

on the distribution of minerals and uses Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

(EDX) data to assess the ratios among elemental compositions. The polarisation-

resolved SHG (pSHG) is used to obtain maps of the collagen orientation in the

VEP, and further information on the structural gradient of collagen organisation

between the VEP and CEP.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Sample Preparation

Due to lack of accessibility of human spine for research animal models are an im-

portant substitute to ensure consistent results. Ovine spine has been commonly

used to study the spine [190, 306–309], and it is adopted in the following experi-

ments. To be noted, the main difference between ovine and human spine is that

sheep have a clearly identifiable VEP, with the growth plate separate from the

other cartilaginous tissue. In human, the growth plate is part of the EP structure

and there is an epiphyseal ring, as described in chapter 2.

The sheep spines were collected from nearby farms, and frozen upon collec-

tion. Three were from sheep less than a year old, as they were the by-product

of the meat industry, and only one older spine (4yrs old) was from a breeding

ewe. For young spines, these remain intact, whereas the older spines had al-

ready been split through the sagittal plane and the spinal cord was removed at

the abattoir to minimise the risk of prion related diseases.

They were stored at -20◦C until they were ready to be used. The specific

details of the samples used for the the data within this chapter are outlined in

table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Specimen Information for Analysed Samples

Reference Section Age Farm Preparation

OvL45_1yr_Oct20_Bant L4-L5, Anterior segment 1 year Farm 1 Embedded

OvL45_1yr_Oct20_Cant L4-L5, Anterior segment 1 year Farm 1 Embedded

OvL45_1yr_Oct20_Dant L4-L5, Anterior segment 1 year Farm 1 Embedded

OvL45_4yr_Oct20 L4-L5, Anterior segment 4 year Farm 2 Embedded

OvL56_1yr_Fresh_C L5-L6, Anterior segment 1 year Farm 1 Defrosted

For the embedding procedure, the lumbar sections were dissected to obtain

a complete IVD and cut through the L4 and L5 vertebral body with a hack saw

(Figure 4.1a). They were then cut in the mid coronal plane to separate the anterior

and posterior sides (Figure 4.1b).

Figure 4.1: a) Lumbar segments L3-L5 with the red lines showing where cuts are made in
the transverse plane to isolate the L4-L5 motion segment. b) The L4-L5 segment isolated
with the red line showing where the mid coronal cut is made to expose the centre of the
IVD and EP.

The samples were then gradually dehydrated in ethanol, stained with rho-

damine 6G, and then rinsed in xylene, with an established protocol used in previ-

ous studies [70,299,309]. Two embedding protocols were adopted in this project,
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by using cold polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) Technovit 9100 (Kulzer Technik)

and epoxy resin (EpoFix, Struers). The former has the advantage of minimised

shrinking and heat damage and more importantly, enabling immunohistology on

the same samples, but the immunohistology was not carried out in this PhD study.

The latter has the advantages of cost and efficiency. The timescale for each pro-

cedure in the protocols were adjusted to suit the large samples in this project by

trials and errors, with the final steps detailed in table 4.2 and 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Sample Preparation With Cold PMMA

Step Name Process Conditions

1 Dehydration 1 70% ethanol for 3 days 4◦C

2 Dehydration 2 80% ethanol for 2 days 4◦C

3 Dehydration 3 96% ethanol for 2 days 4◦C

4 Dehydration 4 100% ethanol for 2 days 4◦C

5 Staining 1 Rhodamine solution for 1.5 days 4◦C on an orbital ta-

ble (150rpm)

6 Staining 2 Rhodamine solution for 1.5 days 4◦C on an orbital ta-

ble (150rpm)

7 Xylene rinse 1 Xylene for 1 hour on orbital table (150rpm) STP, fume cupboard

8 Xylene rinse 2 Xylene for 3 hours on orbital table (150rpm) STP, fume cupboard

9 Xylene rinse 3 Xylene for 3 hours on orbital table (150rpm) STP, fume cupboard

10 Preinfiltration 1 Preinfiltration solution for 24 hours in air

tight containers after 10 minutes of vacuum

4◦C

11 Preinfiltration 2 Preinfiltration solution for 2 days hours in air

tight containers after 10 minutes of vacuum

4◦C

12 Infiltration 1 Infiltration solution for 3 days in air tight

containers after 10 minutes of vacuum

4◦C

13 Infiltration 2 Infiltration solution for 3 days in air tight

containers after 10 minutes of vacuum

4◦C

14 Embedding Stock solution A and B mixed in a ratio of

9:1 while cold, and poured over positioned

samples in their holders

Fume cupboard in

a polystyrene box

with ice packs.
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Table 4.3: Sample Preparation With EpoFix Resin

Step Name Process Conditions

1 Dehydration 1 70% ethanol for 3 days 4C

2 Dehydration 2 80% ethanol for 2 days 4C

3 Dehydration 3 96% ethanol for 2 days 4C

4 Dehydration 4 100% ethanol for 2 days 4C

5 Staining 1 Rhodamine solution for 1.5 days 4C on an orbital table

(150rpm)

6 Staining 2 Rhodamine solution for 1.5 days 4C on an orbital table

(150rpm)

7 Xylene rinse 1 Xylene for 1 hour on orbital table

(150rpm)

STP in fume cupboard

8 Xylene rinse 2 Xylene for 3 hours on orbital table

(150rpm)

STP in fume cupboard

9 Xylene rinse 3 Xylene for 3 hours on orbital table

(150rpm)

STP in fume cupboard

10 Preinfiltration Epoxy resin soak overnight (15hours) 4C

11 Embedding Solution of Epoxy resin + Hardener (15:1

by volume) in the sample holders

STP in fume cupboard

Once embedded, the samples needed to be ground and polished to get a flat

surface on the Struers LaboPol-25 before imaging. Grinding with the SiC sheets

started at a grit coarseness of #500 (approximately 17 − 19 µm) with water as

the lubricant, and the size was gradually decreased to #1200 (6.5 µm). Polishing

was then carried out on the same machine but using the diamond suspension
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solutions, from 6µm, gradually down to 0.25 µm with the LaboDoser and MD Sat,

Sac, and Nap polishing cloths. The details of the grinding and polishing steps are

listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Conditions for Polishing

Step Name Mat Lubricant

1 Grinding 1 #500 Water

2 Grinding 2 #800 Water

3 Grinding 3 #1200 Water

4 Polishing 1 MD Sat DiaPro 6 µm

5 Polishing 2 MD Dac DiaPro 3 µm

4 Polishing 3 MD Nap DiaPro 1 µm

5 Polishing 4 MD Nap DiaPro 0.25 µm

Once polished, multiple imaging modalities were performed in a specific order

(Figure 4.2). The first imaging technique used was the CLSM, followed by repol-

ishing to remove residual microscope oil. The samples were then carbon coated

for the SEM. The samples were once again repolished and then finally imaged

with the multiphoton microscope. These steps are documented in detail in the fol-

lowing section, and the workflow could be optimised for future study as discussed

later.

The fresh samples were imaged using only the multiphoton for extended scan-

ning times required for pSHG.
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Figure 4.2: The steps taken to allow multimodal imaging of each sample. They are first
imaged with the confocal microscope (a), and then repolished in (b) and carbon coated in
(c) and then scanned with the SEM (d). They are then repolished in (e) and finally imaged
with the multiphoton microscope (f).

The region of the samples imaged was the cranial L4-L5 VEP, with respect to

the IVD, in the mid coronal plane, in the region adjacent to the nucleus pulposus

(NP), shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Sample schematic showing the region of interest. All imaging was done in
the cranial EP, in the central area adjacent to the NP.

4.2.2 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)

4.2.2.1 Data Acquisition

The VEP was first scanned using the confocal microscope (Leica DMi8 Inverted,

Leica Microsystems). Initial mapping of the sample was taken with a lower mag-

nification lens (HC PL FLUOTAR L 20x/0.40 DRY), to quickly capture a large field

of view (pixel size of 1.14 µm) of the specimen so that features that were scanned

at a higher magnification (pixel size of 0.38 µm) could be located. When taking a

3D stack of images of a region, a 63X oil lens (HC PL APO CS2 63x/1.40 OIL)

was used and the settings chosen were to maximise the contrast to ensure visi-

bility of canaliculi. The imaging conditions for the z-stacks are listed in table 4.5.

The excitation wavelength for rhodamine 6G is 525 nm but 488 nm was used due

to availability of lasers. The emission spectra ranges from 548 − 600 nm [270],
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and so the detection range of 500 − 625 nm was selected to ensure all signal

from the dye was captured. Due to the nature of signal intensity decreasing when

imaging further into the sample, the Z compensation feature was used where the

laser power was adjusted for each slice to ensure the same level of contrast was

achieved. With the image stack requiring to capture entire lacunae for analysis,

the Z depth was between 24 − 40 µm, and the stack is then exported into a se-

quence of images in the TIFF format.

Table 4.5: Conditions for CLSM Imaging at the RILD.

Objective lens HC PL APO CS2 63x/1.40 OIL

Z step size 0.3 µm

Scanning speed 400 Hz

Excitation wavelength 488 nm

Detection range 500− 625 nm

Stack size Approximately 80-130 slices

Gain 400 or lower

Laser power setting 40-50% (a.u.)

4.2.2.2 Image Segmentation and Network Digitalisation

Since it is not just the network which gives a signal, but also the Haversian canals

and other soft tissue areas, the regions for segmentation needed to be labelled

by masking. An example of a stack with a Haversion canal and the mask to

remove such features are shown in Figure 4.4a. Masking was done with the

Simpleware software (Simpleware, Synopsis), and after painting over the regions

to be excluded from analysis on every 5 or 10 slices, the software can extrapolate
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the mask to all of the slices. This can then be exported as a binary image with

intensities of only 255 and 0, where 255 represents the areas to include, and 0 are

the regions omitted. This creates a stack of the mask seen in Figure 4.4b, where

the black is the region with a pixel intensity of 0, and represents the Haversian

canal to be excluded. With Fiji, this is then superimposed slice by slice onto the

entire stack and multiplied, leaving behind a stack of images with only the lacunae

and canaliculi showing as the masked regions will have a pixel intensity of 0.
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Figure 4.4: a) Stack of confocal images. b) Mask of the blood vessel from Simpleware
that gets superimposed onto (a). c) The masked, thresholded and binarised stack. d)
Thresholded stack to contain just the lacunae (separate from canaliculi). e) A projected
image of the lacunae (blue, from (d)) and canaliculi (red). f) Mayavi 3D plot of the
network colour coded by cylindrical coordinates.

4.2.2.3 Network Topology Quantification

Quantitative analysis was done using TINA (Tool for Image and Network Analy-

sis) which is a tool developed by Felix Repp [310,311] (MPIKG) in Python. It seg-
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ments the canalicular network and cell lacunae from a stack of images through

the process of thresholding, binarising, and skeletonisation. Features that can be

quantified by TINA include the length, orientation, and connectivity of canaliculi,

and the cell volumes, oblateness, and orientations of osteocyte lacunae [310].

In the segmentation process, adaptive thresholding was applied and the dif-

ference in gaussians (DoG) of localised pixel intensity was used to identify the

edges of canaliculi and lacunae. The background signal was filtered out, without

losing low intensity signal regions containing features that are of interest [310].

In a nutshell, the DoG method filters images by applying 2 separate Gaussian

smoothing functions, differentiated by the width of their kernels (i.e. the shape

of Gaussian distribution), and taking the difference between the two resulting im-

ages to result in highlighted details at different scales, with reduced noise. TINA

used the ratio between two images smoothed with specified kernel widths to ob-

tain the canaliculi, and the process was repeated with two different kernel widths

to create a DoG filter for the osteocyte lacunae. The six DoG parameters (two

kernel widths and the threshold ratio for both canaliculi and lacunae) were cho-

sen by an interactive script in Jupyter Notebook so that the effects of the kernel

widths and threshold ratio value could be seen in real time when adjusting the

values via widgets for the optimised settings. The thresholded stack was then

binarised so that the lacunae and network had the maximum intensity grey scale

values of 255, and the mineralised matrix and masked regions had the lowest

intensity values of 0. An example of a binarised stack is in Figure 4.4c.

Skeletonisation involved the surface voxels in the binarised stack with high in-

tensity being erased from the 3D structure until there was a continuous thread

through the stack of 1 voxel thick. The continuous threads of pixels were the
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canaliculi, and the lacuane remained in volumes of pixels [312, 313]. The analy-

sis of lacunae and canaliculi could then be separated, which Figure 4.4d shows

by the isolation of the cell lacunae in the binarised and skeletonised stack. A pro-

jected image of the skeletal 3D stack is shown in Figure 4.4e, where the canaliculi

are shown as red, and the lacunae are blue, and correspond to the 3D lacunae

data in Figure 4.4d.

Four topological parameters are then quantified on the architecture of the

canalicular network. The first parameter is the canaliculi density (CaDn) which

is the total length of the skeletonised network (LNetwork) divided by the 3D stack

volume (VAll) minus the volume of the lacunae (VLacunae) (Eq. 4.1). The unit for

CaDn is in µm/µm3.

CaDn =
LNetwork

VAll − VLacunae
(4.1)

The CaDn for these samples are assessed as a function of the % distance

between the non-mineralised CEP, and the growth plate, with the saturation of

rhodamine in the two soft tissues in the low magnification maps providing identi-

fiable landmarks for the analysis.

The second parameter quantified is the orientation of the network, calculated

by applying parametric splines to the skeletonised network, fitted with a third order

function (k=3). These fitted splines result in the quantification of the orientation

and length of each segment of the network by replacing the discrete points in the

skeletonised network with a series of nodes (points of branching in the canali-

culi) and smooth splines with a length scale comparable to a voxel [310, 314].

The cartesian and polar coordinates and angles for these splines are exported

and can be used for plotting the 3D network to visually determine the patterns in
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canaliculi direction. For this chapter, polar cylindrical coordinates are used, and

the frame of reference is that the centre of the Haversian canal is the centre axis of

the cylindrical system. The splines are then individually colour coded depending

on their angle to the Haversian canal. Figure 4.4f shows the digitalised network

with colour coded splines, where the dark blue splines point into the direction of

the Haversian canal (radial), and red splines are circumferential. The Haversian

canals in long bone are predominantly organised with the length parallel to the

loading axis in long bones, and the canaliculi network in the corresponding os-

teons has a dominant orientation which is radial to the centre of the Haversian

canal (centre of the osteon) [315,316].

Thirdly, the locations of where branching occurs in the network, known as

nodes, and the degree of connectivity for each node are assessed by the number

of neighbouring voxels at each point. A voxel with only one neighbour is going

to be the network at the edges of the image stack, or at artefacts with dead-

ends. Two neighbours is the continuous skeletal form of the canaliculi, and so are

not considered nodes. Three nodes or more are what are physically significant

for the connectivity of the network. Three nodes are where branching occurs in

the network, and is the most frequent of these nodes. A degree of connectivity

or four or more do exist, but becomes statistically more improbable with higher

values [310]. Lastly, using the clusters of the voxels in the skeletonised model,

the morphology and coordinates of the lacunae are determined and exported,

with the same coordinate system as the canaliculi. For this data, a Matlab script

was developed to plot the Voronoi diagram of these locations in 2D and colour

coded to represent the relative area of the Voronoi cells. The Voronoi cells at the

edge of the data sets were excluded due to edge effects skewing the data. This
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graph shows the area of the matrix which is regulated by each cell.

For the analysis of these quantities, the tissue volume imaged was partitioned

into small subvolumes so that the heterogeneity throughout the stack can be as-

sessed. To choose an appropriate size for the subvolume, a convergence test

was conducted on subvolumes ranging from 50 µm3 to 300 µm3. If the volume

was too small, the quantities would not be representative to the local regions and

only show extremities. If the subvolume was too large, the spatial distribution of

the CaDn could not be observed due to the fact that the average CaDn per sub-

volume encompasses too large a percentage of the stack. The effects of different

subvolume sizes are shown in Figure 4.5, where the red data shows a small vol-

ume of V=50 µm3, which has a broader peak than the other data in this graph,

and a peak at a higher CaDn. The increasing subvolume CaDn are plotted until

V=300 µm3, where the peak becomes narrower, converging on the average CaDn

value for this data set. For the analysis in this chapter, a subvolume size of 125

µm3, indicated by the green data and fitted line in Figure 4.5, was used.
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Figure 4.5: Convergence test for the range of CaDn values with different subvolumes.
Volumes that are small (red) tend to produce a distribution with extremes of higher CaDn
and lower CaDn, whereas volumes that are large (purple) will converge on the overall
average, with a narrower distribution.

4.2.3 Back Scattered Electron (BSE) Imaging and Energy Dispersive

X-ray (EDX) Spectroscopy

After imaging with the confocal laser scanning microscope, the samples were

repolished with the 0.25 µm diamond suspension solution for approximately one

minute, in order to remove any residual oil (Figure 4.2b), and sputter coated with

carbon (Figure 4.2c). Coating (using the Quorum Q150T ES Plus) was done with

the ’pulsed rod evaporation’ method to get a carbon coat between 20-30 nm thick

evenly on the samples [317,318].

The coated samples were imaged with the Tescan VEGA3 SEM (Figure 4.2d)

with the scanning conditions summarised in Table 4.6. The backscattered elec-

tron mode (BSE) was used as the variation in pixel intensity depicts the variation
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of mineral density, as explained in chapter 3. EDX was performed over different

regions, using the area select tool to get the averages across multiple regions of

interest.

Table 4.6: Conditions for SEM Imaging

HV 20 kV

Mag 200x

FOV 1038 µm

Speed 7 or 8 (100 or 320 µs/pxl)

WD '17 mm

Contrast '70%

Brightness '60%

Beam intensity 10

Absorption current '80 pA

Spot size 180 nm

The EDX data was analysed by extracting the weight % of particular elements

by the techniques explained in chapter 3, in particular calcium and phosphorous,

and comparing these for each spectra, and the values for the different regions

were plotted in different colours.

4.2.4 Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Two-Photon Excita-

tion Fluorescence (TPEF)

Prior to imaging with the multiphoton microscope, the samples were once again

repolished to remove the carbon coat after imaging with SEM (Figure 4.2e). The

multiphoton microscope provided two simultaneous modalities (Figure 4.2f). SHG
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allowed studying of the collagen organisation, and TPEF captured the rhodamine

signals comparabe to CLSM images. A 25x water-immersion lens (Olympus

XLPLN25XWMP) provided a balance between the details and the field of view.

The field of view is zoomed in by 2x to capture a square frame instead of a circle.

The pixel bin factor corresponds to the dwelling time of each pixel, and so a higher

pixel bin factor produces images with a greater signal to noise ratio. The detector

input voltage was set between -10 and 10 volt to capture the maximised details in

the images. These conditions are outlined in Table 4.7. It should be noted that, a

higher laser power produces better images, as the signal to noise ratio is higher;

however, with the rhodamine staining, a high laser power can lead to burning of

the sample. Similarly, an extended scanning time for polarised-SHG (pSHG) was

more likely to cause burning samples. Therefore, different scanning conditions

were adopted for pSHG and quantitative analysis than the single-frame SHG/T-

PEF images. In this chapter, the SHG and TPEF measurements were performed

with the embedded samples, whereas the pSHG was done with a fresh spine

sample due to the long scanning time required.
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Table 4.7: Conditions for Multiphoton Microscopy (MPM) Imaging of both single image
acquisition (SHG + TPEF) and the stack collection of pSHG

Condition SHG + TPEF pSHG

Lens 25x water 25x water

NA 1.05 1.05

Zoom 2 2

Frame size 512x512 512x512

Pixel bin factor 60 40

Frame average 3 1

Angle of waveplate 20-25◦ 13-18 ◦

Gain 700 700

Input voltage -10:10 -10:10
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Osteocyte Lacunae Canaliculi Network

4.3.1.1 Observable Features under CLSM

The features seen in the confocal images are the result of rhodamine staining

of the non-mineralised regions and include the non-mineralised EP, chondrocyte

lacunae, osteocyte lacunae, canaliculi, blood vessels and bone marrow channels.

An annotated map showing the larger features are seen by both confocal and

optical image in Figure 4.6 a and b respectively. These are separate samples but

the optical light image illustrates where the rhodamine dye accumulates on this

scale (dark pink), and therefore helps to show why there are regions of saturation

in the confocal image (red). The IVD and non-mineralised CEP is indicated by

the red saturation at the top of the confocal image (Figure 4.6a), and due to the

non-mineralised nature of this tissue, the boundary between the non-mineralised

CEP and the IVD is unable to be determined via this method. The chondrocyte

lacunae within the mineralised CEP are the round red features just below the non-

mineralised CEP, and are often situated in pairs or column clusters. The blood

vessels are much larger than the cell lacunae, and are continuous within the 3D

stack, and show where the Haversian canal of the osteons are. Due to Haversian

remodelling, there is interstitial bone present in all samples as a remnant of older

osteons (interosteonal bone), situated between the identifiable osteon structures

(intraosteonal bone). Other large features seen are the marrow channels situated

amongst the trabecular bone, and another cartilaginous boundary is the growth

plate, which is indicated by a region of saturation towards the bottom of Figure

4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Qualitative overview of features within the VEP under CLSM and optical
microscopy on different samples but of the same regions. a) A confocal map of a strip
of the VEP from the non-mineralised CEP (top of image) to the growth plate (bottom
of image), and in b) the same region on a different sample is imaged with the optical
microscope . (c) shows the CLSM image on a smaller scale, where the osteon structure,
lacunae and canaliculi can be observed. In (d) an osteon structure is imaged by the optical
microscope, with the green box highlighting the presence of the canaliculi at this scale.

In Figure 4.6 c and d, smaller structures in the VEP can be seen, with the os-

teocyte lacunae being easier to distinguish as smaller and more elliptical volumes,

with the presence of cell processes, unlike that of the chondrocyte lacunae. The
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staining of where these cell processes lie are the canaliculi, which can be seen

to connect the osteocyte lacunae to each other and to a blood supply in Figure

4.6c. The corresponding optical image of the canaliculi is shown by the green box

in Figure 4.6d. What can also be seen at this scale is dye that does not appear

to resemble the canaliculi, labelled as ’Dye leaking artefacts’ on the confocal im-

age in Figure 4.6c. These artefacts occur when there are fractures in the mineral

matrix and are discussed later in this chapter.

4.3.1.2 3D view of canaliculi direction

When the 3D stacks were imported into Synopsis (SimpleWare, Synopsis) for

masking, a 3D model was obtained which provides a different perspective of vi-

sualisation than seeing images one by one. One of the features seen in the

samples is the apparent change in canalicular direction over a relatively small

distance (<100 µm). These two regions, indicated by the purple boxes in Figure

4.7a and the purple 3D models in Figure 4.7b and c, show that the canaliculi di-

rection can change by 90◦ with the overall direction pointing towards the closest

blood vessel.
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Figure 4.7: a) A slice of the confocal stack, showing the canaliculi as small dots in the
imaging plane (top pink square), and as lines (bottom pink square). 3D networks of the
regions in purple boxes on the single slice. b) The 3D network showing that the dots in the
top square in (a) are canaliculi oriented in a direction in the z-plane, and facing towards
a blood vessel (saturation at bottom of stack). c) The canaliculi direction being in the xy
plane of the images, corresponding to the region in the bottom square in (a). N=1

4.3.1.3 Quantified Lacunae Domains and Canaliculi Densities Across the VEP

The segmented confocal images were projected and shown in Figure 4.8a, in

which the red colour indicates the canaliculi of the OLCN and the blue is the

lacunae. With the subvolume chosen, the spatial distribution of CaDn is plotted in

Figure 4.8b, where the regions with a higher density were shown with yellow, and

the lower densities in dark blue. For the lacunae density, a Voronoi plot (Figure

4.8c) was obtained from the coordinates of each lacuna, and colour coded to

show the domain of each lacunae. For this, the cells are plotted in 2D to correlate
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with the CaDn plot, and so the density for these would be area per lacunae.

The dark blue Voronoi cells are smaller lacunae domains, and hence a higher

lacunae density, and the yellow shows a more sparse population of lacunae with

larger domains.

From these graphs it can be seen that the higher CaDn (yellow regions in

Figure 4.8b) corresponds to where the lacunae domains are lower (dark blue in

Figure 4.8c).
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Figure 4.8: Spatial correlation between CaDn and Lacunae density. a) Visual representa-
tion of the lacunae and network for the entire stack. b) CaDn values for the average value
within a subvolume (square). Dark blue for the network density indicates a low value
or an area with none. Yellow subvolumes indicate higher CaDn. c) Voronoi plot of the
lacunae area density, where each segment indicates the area (µm2) closest to that specific
lacunae. Areas in yellow have a larger area, whereas blue indicates smaller values. Edge
cells have been omitted due to edge effects. N=1
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4.3.1.4 Canalicular Density

On the large organ scale, the CaDn for each data set has been plotted as a

function of the normalised distance from the non-mineralised CEP to the growth

plate, and is shown in Figure 4.9. The error bars are the standard deviation for

the data sets, and it can be seen that the values of the CaDn range from 0.0451

± 0.044 to 0.13 ± 0.06 µm/µm3.

Figure 4.9: Plot of average CaDn as a function of distance from the CEP tidemark to
growth plate, with the samples indicated by the colour of the marker. N=4

The intraosteon (osteonal) bone region is plotted in Mayavi and shown in Fig-

ure 4.10a, where the network colour signifies the direction of the canaliculi. Blue

indicates canaliculi direction towards the Haversian canal, and red is perpendic-

ular. In Figure 4.10b, the interosteon space (or insterstitial bone) of the same

sample is plotted, with the white asterisks in a and b representing the same loca-

tion.

To investigate the intra and interosteon variations, histograms of CaDn os-
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teonal bone are plotted in Figure 4.10c. The peak positions and the full width

at half maximum (FWHM) of these histograms indicate the most probable CaDn

value and the heterogeneity of CaDn respectively between the two bone struc-

tures. The intraosteon tissue (blue) has a mean CaDn of 0.101 µm/µm3 and a

peak CaDn value of 0.046 µm/µm3. The interosteon bone (red) also has a peak

CaDn of 0.046 µm/µm3, but with an average CaDn of 0.087 µm/µm3. Despite

the similarity of the peak values, there is a difference in the broadness of these

peaks, where the intraosteon bone fitting is wider, with a FWHM of 0.17, and

therefore has a greater range of CaDn values, than the interosteon which has a

FWHM of 0.14.
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Figure 4.10: a) 3D network plotted by cylindrical coordinates of the osteons which cor-
relates to the intraosteon data in (c). b) The 3D network of the interosteon bone, from the
surrounding area of (a), which correlates to the data shown in red in (c). In (a) and (b) the
white asterisk represents the same location on the raw data set which has been segmented
into intraosteon (a) and interosteon (b) for this data. c) The histogram of the CaDn values
for each subvolume between the intraosteon bone (blue), and the interosteon bone (red).
N=1
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4.3.2 Mineralisation Data

4.3.2.1 Back Scattered Electron Imaging and Quantification

With BSE the pixel brightness is proportional to the mineral density, and so brighter

regions indicate a higher concentration of calcium in these samples. In Figure

4.11 the width of the VEP has been mapped to show how it varies from both

peripheries (yellow box) to the centre (blue box). On this large scale map the

notable observations consist of the hypermineralised CEP which does not extend

to the peripheries, but is present centrally (more clearly seen in the blue box); the

distribution of the marrow channels; and the hetereogeneity of minerals, where

there are regions of hypermineralisation in the trabeculae and hypomineralisation

within the osteon structures.

Figure 4.11: (a): BSE images of the cranial L4-L5 vertebral EP. Greater degrees of min-
eralisation are shown by a brighter pixel, which can be seen in the bottom images, where
the periphery in the yellow box, (b), shows comparatively little variation of mineralisation
in the VEP except at the growth plate, whilst the central region in the blue box, (c), has
hypermineralised regions at the EP, and in areas in the trabeculae. N=1

The regions in the centre are segmented into the mineralised CEP, the osteon

rich subchondral bone plate (SBP), and the trabecular bone, and the marrow

channels and blood vessels are masked out. The pixel intensities of these miner-
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alised regions are extracted and plotted in Figure 4.12. From these histograms,

the hypermineralisation of the mineralised CEP (yellow) can be seen by the shift

of the peak to higher relative pixel intensities, with a peak at 0.49, compared to

the two boney regions which both have their peak at 0.31. The FWHM of the

mineralised CEP (0.32) shows that there is a greater range of probable values

in mineralisation compared to the two boney regions, where the trabecular bone

and SBP have FWHM values of 0.23 and 0.16 respectively. Between the SBP

and trabecular bone, the wider peak of the trabecular region indicates greater

heterogeneity in the degree of mineralisation, than that of the osteon rich SBP.

Figure 4.12: Histogram of relative pixel intensity from the BSE data, and hence, degree
of mineralisation, of the three distinct regions in the central VEP. The Mineralised CEP
has the highest mineral density, and is shown in yellow. The two boney regions are the
subchondral bone plate (red) and the trabecular bone (blue), both with a peak at 0.31, but
with FWHMs of 0.16 and 0.23 respectively. N=1
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4.3.2.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) Data

EDX was carried out in the central location of the VEP (above the NP, midway

between EP and GP) to determine the elemental composition on the embedded

samples, to help verify whether the features seen in the BSE images were differ-

ences in mineralisation, or due to artefacts. The EDX spectra were averaged for

an area of interest, to ensure the effects from surface contaminants were negligi-

ble, and for each feature of interest, several areas of spectra were taken, including

hypermineralised and non-hypermineralised lamellar trabecular bone, interstitial

bone, and mineralised lacunae.

Figure 4.13a shows the secondary emission image with the areas highlighted

in the coloured boxes, with the corresponding BSE signal in Figure 4.13b. The

colours of the boxes represent the areas of similar appearance and multiple are

used to gather more data and minimise the effects of the lacunae voids.
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Figure 4.13: The locations of where spectra were taken for EDX in both SEM (a) and
BSE (b), to compare the elemental composition of regions with different BSE signals.
These regions are the non-hypermineralised trabeculae region, Region 1 (blue), the hy-
permineralised region, Region 2 (orange), the interstitial (interosteonal) bone, Region 3
(yellow), and the mineralised lacunae of no longer viable osteocytes, Region 4 (purple).
N=1

Figure 4.14a and b show the calcium and phosphorous weight distribution,

where the plots are colour-coded to the areas in Figure 4.13. For the majority

of spectra, there is a correlation between the calcium and phosphorous weight

content. In Figure 4.14c, the ratio of the minerals for each spectra is plotted to

highlight the correlation between the two elements, with Regions 1, 2 and 3 hav-

ing values between 1.95 and 2.1. However, for the mineralised lacunae in Region

4, the areas which contain the highest pixel intensity, the ratio of the minerals

changes drastically, and the relative amount of phosphorous is reduced. The

phosphorous ratio is an indicator of remodelling, with low phosphorous indicating

a slower remodelling rate due to carbonate substitution. This data is evidence

for anomalous regions within the VEP that are hypermineralised and with slow

remodelling rates, where osteocytes can no longer orchestrate the mineralisation
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process in the bone.

Figure 4.14: The EDX data for the minerals within the VEP, colour coded to match the
regions in Figure 4.13. a) Ca wt% for each spectra. b) P wt% for each spectra. c) The
mineral ratio (Ca/P) for each spectrum. N=1

4.3.3 Collagen Organisation

4.3.3.1 Macroscale Mapping of the 2D Collagen Organisation

Before looking into the microscale organisation of the collagen, it is important

to verify and categorise the global distribution of collagen. Figure 4.15 shows a

map of the CEP and VEP above the nucleus pulposus, with SHG (Figure 4.15a)

showing the collagen, and with the corresponding rhodamine signal shown by
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the TPEF signal (Figure 4.15b). The merged image shows how the features in

these overlap in Figure 4.15c. In the SHG signal, the boundary between the type

I collagen, and type II is apparent, with a sharp boundary between the bone and

the mineralised cartilage. The soft tissue is saturated with rhodamine, and so the

TPEF signal provides evidence of the boundary between the mineralised CEP

and the non-mineralsed CEP. Other structures seen include osteons, located in

the VEP close to the EP, which have a radial collagen (SHG) pattern, and a central

blood vessel indicated by a lack of SHG and a bright TPEF signal at the blood

vessel wall.
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Figure 4.15: A stitched map of the central region of the CEP, with the SHG being shown
in (a), and as green in the merged image (c). The TPEF (rhodamine signal) is shown in
(b), and in red on the merged image (c). On the left of these maps is the growth plate,
whereas the CEP is on the right. N=1

In Figure 4.16 a map of the peripheral region of the EP is shown. The VEP

with trabeculae and the marrow channels are still noticeable, but the boundary

has a different collagen alignment. At the periphery of the VEP, the type I collagen

bundles of the outer annulus fibrosus (OAF) anchor directly into the bone, in the

form of Sharpey fibres, visible in Figure 4.16a. These can be seen here with the
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fibre direction continuing between the two mechanically different tissues, and the

OAF having a more fibrous structure than that of the CEP. The TPEF signal in

Figure 4.16b shows where there are regions of rhodamine accumulation, which

on this scale shows the growth plate, marrow channels, and non-mineralised EP.

Figure 4.16c shows the merged image of the SHG (green) and TPEF (red), and

the distinct regions are annotated.
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Figure 4.16: A stitched map of the peripheral region of the CEP, with the SHG being
shown in (a), and as green in the merged image (c). The TPEF (rhodamine signal) is
shown in (b), and is red on the merged image (c). The growth plate is present on this map,
at the left side of these images, with the EP to the right. N=1
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In Figure 4.17 there are a series of images of the VEP and CEP boundary with

both the SHG (column 1) and TPEF (column 2) signal. These images have been

merged (column 3) so that it can be more clearly seen where the signal is coming

from, with SHG signal in green, and the TPEF (rhodamine dye) signal in red. Fig-

ure 4.17a is the centre of the EP in the coronal plane, and each row successively

gets further away from the centre, until the last row (Figure 4.17d) is where the

cartilage is more visibly fibrous, and indicates the AF. Regions captured in these

images include the boney VEP (strong SHG signal, low TPEF), the mineralised

CEP (low SHG, low TPEF), and the non-mineralised CEP (low SHG and high

TPEF). Features that are identifiable include the cell lacunae in the mineralised

regions, blood vessel insertion into mineralised CEP, and the change in collagen

direction between the mineralised CEP and VEP.
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Figure 4.17: A selection of images showing the boundary between the VEP and CEP, with
SHG (col. 1) showing the collagen, and TPEF (col. 2) showing the rhodamine staining.
The merged images (col. 3) show both of these signals, with SHG in green, and TPEF in
red. Each row is a different area, with (a) being at the centre of the coronal plane, and as
the rows go down (b, c, and d), the images are showing increasingly more lateral regions,
until the CEP becomes more fibrous adjacent to the AF in (d). N=1
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4.3.3.2 Quantifying the 3D Collagen Organisation

Using pSHG the collagen orientation and dispersion can be quantified, and one

set of results are shown in Figure 4.18. Figure 4.18a is the SHG signal which

shows the boundary between the CEP and VEP by the change in intensity. In

Figure 4.18b the I2-Φ2 plot is shown overlayed with the same image in Figure

4.18a, where the colour is indicative of how ordered the collagen is (red being

more ordered), and the direction of the overlayed lines indicate the principle ori-

entation of the fibre. The histogram of I2 values is shown on the bottom for both

the CEP and VEP with each area masked separately. The VEP I2 values are

shown in blue and contain higher I2 values over a broader peak, compared to

the CEP which has a lower peak I2 value and less variation. The peak I2 val-

ues for the CEP and VEP are 0.08 and 0.15 respectively, and the FWHM values

are 0.1266 for the CEP, and 0.3105 for the VEP. Within the CEP the collagen

has a greater degree of dispersion near the non-mineralised region, but becomes

more ordered closer to the VEP interface as the principle direction also changes.

Across the interface, the bundles do not anchor directly between the two tissues,

like in articular cartilage, but are instead orientated along the surface of the in-

terface. Despite these two tissues having different collagen types, the collagen

bundles have continuity in their orientation across this interface. The data of I2

values shows marked differences between the two regions, as the CEP has con-

sistently lower I2 values, and therefore a higher degree of dispersion, which is

expected in tissues consisting of the less fibrillar type II collagen. In the boney

VEP, there are more ordered collagen bundles, but the range of dispersion levels

is much greater than that of the CEP.
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Figure 4.18: a) The averaged SHG image correlating to the results produced in (b) and
(c), with a scalebar of 50 µm, and the boundary between VEP and CEP indicated by the
purple dashed line. b) pSHG I2-Φ2 plot of the VEP and CEP interface, with the boundary
shown by the purple dashed line. The plotted colour indicates the I2 value (degree of
dispersion), and the direction of the lines represents the principle collagen direction. A
closer view of the interface is shown in the pink box. c) The histogram plot of the two
tissues shown in (a). The boney VEP is in blue, and the CEP is shown in red. N=1
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4.4 Discussion of Results and Limitations

4.4.0.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

The stained and embedded samples, when imaged with the confocal microscope,

give information about the unmineralised regions in the tissue. Due to the small

molecular size of rhodamine, this can enter the spaces as small as the canaliculi,

as seen in the images in Figure 4.6.

The two soft tissues of the CEP and the growth plate are fully saturated with

the dye, and so the boundaries are distinct in these images. The mineralised CEP

adjacent to the saturated unmineralised CEP can be identified by the chondrocyte

lacunae. These lacunae are more spherical in nature than the osteocyte lacunae,

and do not have canaliculi attached. They are also larger than the osteocyte lacu-

nae with an approximate width of 10-25 µm, compared to the osteocyte lacunae

with dimensions ranging between 4-14 µm.

The large marrow channels characteristic of trabeculae bone can be seen in

Figure 4.6 as an area with a high content of dye, but due to the porous nature

of these structures it is not a continuous rhodamine signal. Blood vessels are

smaller than marrow channels and can be followed throughout the stack. They

are present in all osteon structures, as the central vessel in the Haversian canal,

but are also present throughout non-osteon bone.

Limitations of this method result in features which are stained that are not part

of the OLCN. These artefacts were due to dye leaking through a crack in the

mineralised matrix, and were more common at the peripheries of the VEP, which

is why there was a focus on the central region when imaging with the confocal

microscope. These cracks are investigated by other methods and are discussed
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in more detail later in this section.

4.4.0.2 Canaliculi Direction

When importing the 3D stacks into Synopsis SimpleWare, a 3D model can be

viewed and rotated, to help visualise the continuity of the network direction, as

seen in Figures 4.7. An observation seen in these irregular bones, is that the

blood vessels and surrounding osteon-like structures change direction frequently,

unlike in long bones where they are more consistent [319]. This means neigh-

bouring mineralised regions of the VEP have different orientations of canaliculi,

but within a small area, the canaliculi themselves have a high degree of order.

This is seen in Figure 4.7, where a region of the bone has the majority of the

canaliculi in the XY plane, and so appears as lines in the individual images, and

less than 100 µm away, the canaliculi appear as dots, as their direction is pri-

marily within the Z plane. In both of these cases, the canaliculi are aligned at

approximately 90◦ to the nearest blood vessel, which is what is also observed in

long bones. With this 3D data, the canaliculi can be seen to be ordered in both of

these cases, with little observable variation in their dispersion, meaning that the

principle direction is dominated by the blood vessel direction.

4.4.0.3 Canaliculi Density

To quantify features of interest in these samples from the confocal data, the signal

in the images is needed to be grouped into particular features. The large blood

vessels and cartilaginous tissue were segmented and masked using ScanIP and

FIJI, leaving behind an image that only contains the lacunae and canaliculi, which

could then be separated by the number of voxels in TINA. There were complica-
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tions with this for quantifying the canalicular density, as the staining features that

by eye do not appear like canaliculi, would be considered to be part of the canali-

culi network by the code. For the final run through of TINA on the samples, the

lines of dye were mostly masked out, but doing so meant masking out parts of

the real network, and so the errors associated with the analysis in this part of

the experiment are high. Each data set was plotted as a percentage of the dis-

tance from CEP to the growth plate for that sample, and the canaliculi density

was plotted as a function of this in Figure 4.9. These values and large standard

deviations are comparable to values of other studies using this method in human

long bone [300], and so for these VEP samples the CaDn is comparable to the

values in long bone. The standard deviation for this data is very large, with slightly

greater deviations seen closer to the CEP. This data is from all data sets, which

includes both intraosteon, and interosteon data.

The segmentation of osteons and interosteonal bone was carried out for tile

scans which contained both, so that a comparison of the CaDn could be made be-

tween these two structures of bone. Figure 4.10 shows one of these data sets and

shows that there is little variation between the two in terms of their CaDn (Figure

4.10c), even though the canaliculi orientation varies (Figure 4.10a and b). This

particular data set indicates that the intraosteonal bone has a broader peak, and

therefore has more variation, but with the errors incurred and the range of CaDn,

this is not seen consistently in other data sets. From this, it can be concluded that

the overall CaDn between the osteons and osteonal bone, is comparable.

Where the variation of CaDn does occur, it can be seen that the area of the

lacunae domain also changes, as seen in Figure 4.8. With these plots, the visual-

isation of the cell lacunae as a Voronoi plot indicates the nearest neighbour, and
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therefore the dark blue, the smaller the lacunae domain, and a higher lacuane

density. The regions of higher lacunae density in Figure 4.8c coincide with the

regions of higher CaDn in b.

4.4.1 Mineralisation

4.4.1.1 Backscattered Electron Imaging

The large scale map showing the BSE signal provides a visual depiction into how

the mineral density varies throughout the sample. Since calcium is one of the

highest atomic number atoms present in large quantities, the contrast of miner-

alised tissue is dependent on the amount of calcium present. From Figure 4.11a

it can be seen that there are brighter regions of the EP, which do not span the

entirety of the vertebral body, and is only located adjacent to the regions that

would be the NP and inner AF. Given the hypermineralisation, and location of this

feature, it correlates with how the mineralised EP has been observed in other

studies [203, 290]. There is also extensive mineralisation at the growth plate,

as well as a more unusual pattern of hypermineralised regions around the tra-

beculae. The growth plate having a high mineral density is expected, as it is a

cartilaginous tissue that mineralises before remodelling of the tissue occurs, but

the higher mineral density in the trabeculae region is going to be a product of re-

modelling on the bone and will either be points of higher stress, or recent trauma.

In Figures 4.11b and c, a closer view of the peripheral region and the central

region is shown. In b, the marrow channels are smaller and the dominant struc-

ture of the bone is made up of osteons. These osteons are identifiable by their

more densely mineralised cement line. There is no hypermineralised CEP, but the

growthplate still exhibits a greater degree of mineralisation than the remodelled
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bone. Figure 4.11c shows the central region, which was the focus of the samples

in this chapter. In c the hypermineralisation of the CEP and its uneven mineral

surface can be observed, along with the subchondral bone plate (SBP) made up

of many osteons. In the trabecular bone, the marrow channels are larger than at

the peripheries, and appear to have wider range of pixel intensities, and therefore

calcium content.

By segmenting the areas in 4.11c into the mineralised CEP, SBP, and trabecu-

lar bone, their pixel intensities can be compared to quantify the difference. In Fig-

ure 4.12 the data shows that the mineralised CEP has both a higher peak value,

as well as a broader peak, indicating a larger range of pixel values. Between

the SBP and trabecular bone, there is little difference in the overall mineralisation

except that the trabeculae has more heterogeneity in the mineralisation values,

whereas the SBP is more consistent. Due to embedding issues, the fibres in the

marrow channels in this sample are from the polishing disc, and since there were

a few faults with embedding, it was thought that some of these bright regions in

the bone might be artefacts, rather than high mineral deposits.

4.4.1.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

EDX data was taken to confirm the elemental composition in this region to as-

sess whether the features in the BSE data are really minerals, contaminants, or

image artefacts due to surface defects. The region analysed in Figure 4.13 con-

tains four of the typically observed features, and whilst the pixel intensity does

appear to correlate with the calcium content, as seen in Figure 4.14a, the change

in the phosphorous content (Figure 4.14b) raises questions on the mineral crystal

structure. Since the molecule on the crystal containing phosphorous is gradually
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substituted out by carbonate molecules, the ratio of calcium and phosphorous

(Figure 4.14c) is indicative of how recently the mineral was deposited. The purple

region in this EDX data shows that these hypermineralised regions, thought to

be artefacts, are actually regions of older mineral matrix. The biological signifi-

cance of these are not hypothesised yet, and more work to study them would be

complementary to the studies carried out in this chapter.

4.4.1.3 Limitations on Studying the Minerals

Limitations with BSE are sample preparation dependent. In some samples where

the embedding material did not reach the marrow channels, there was a build

up of fibres from the polishing cloth. Whilst this does not effect the data taken

of the bone, the porous nature of these could be a source of contaminants and

holding moisture, so extra care has to be taken to ensure the sample is fully dry

before putting them into a vacuum for either the coating stage, or the imaging

stage. When creating large maps with BSE it is important that the sample itself

has the imaging side parallel to the attachment side, to minimise a change in

intensity over large distances due to tilting of the sample. Whilst this can be

corrected by the stigmator on the SEM, it is more efficient and reliable to make

sure the polishing is done for longer. The EDX data is automatically quantified

by the SEM, and is reliable within its own limitations. Since BSE relies on the

atomic number of the elements, carbon was used as a conductive coating to

ensure clearer BSE images. However, upon declaring the coating element and

thickness, any carbon EDX data is omitted from the results to prevent skewed

results from the coat. Since carbon is such a prominent element within biological

tissues, this means that the wt % of all other elements are artificially high in the
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EDX data, and therefore the raw data for wt % should not be used for precise

quantification, but the ratios of minerals taken instead. The mineral to matrix ratio

values by EDX would require a metal coating, which would compromise the BSE

images.

4.4.2 Collagen

4.4.2.1 Macroscale Organisation and Channels

When looking at the collagen orientation, the images in this thesis support the

wide literature on how the peripheries of the IVD are mostly type I bundles that

anchor into the VEP directly, seen in Figure 4.16. It can also be seen how this

collagen orientation changes towards the centre, where the bright SHG signal

indicative of type I collagen in the VEP changes orientation by 90◦ at VEP region

neighbouring the CEP, but with little observable integration of the fibres across

this interface in Figure 4.15.

Single frames of the VEP and CEP boundary give more insight into how this

change in anchoring gradually occurs. In Figure 4.17 the left column is the SHG,

the middle is the TPEF, and the right column is the merge of these two signals.

Figure 4.17a shows the centre of the sample, which is indicative of the VEP-CEP

boundary adjacent to the NP of the IVD. In a, it can be seen that the type I bundles

of the VEP run along this boundary, with minimal branching of these bundles and

no observable insertions into the CEP. The CEP is the region which has a less

intense SHG signal, but comprises of both the mineralised CEP (low SHG, low

TPEF), and the unmineralised CEP (low SHG, high TPEF).

In Figure 4.17b, the VEP and CEP are stil distinguishable by their SHG sig-

nal, but the boundary is less clear as there appears to be some integration of the
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fibres. What is also noticeable in this image, is a channel indicated by the chan-

nel wall being stained with rhodamine, and a lower SHG signal due to it being a

cavity. This channel is interesting as the lack of an SHG signal stops at the tide

mark, meaning the mineralised CEP has this vascularisation, but the unminer-

alised CEP is still avascular, like the IVD. This could be a supportive visualisation

of other findings that have declared vessels that appear to terminate at the tide

mark [290].

In Figure 4.17c, the boundary is further obscured by the entwined collagen fi-

bres, with the CEP having a more prominent signal, even if the fibres themselves

are less ordered than what is seen in the VEP. Figure 4.17c also contains a chan-

nel, with similar characteristics to the one in Figure 4.17b, where there appears

to be a termination, or at the very least a sudden change in direction, at the tide

mark between the mineralised CEP and the unmineralised CEP.

Figure 4.17d is where the CEP consists of larger collagen fibres that are

strongly integrated into the VEP. Whilst the collagen boundary is more difficult

to distinguish this far from the centre, the TPEF signal is useful in determining the

cement line as the chondrocyte lacunae are much bigger than the lacunae of the

osteocytes. This row also shows a channel that terminates at the tide mark, but

also shows it crossing the boundary of the VEP and CEP, indicating that these

are a continuation of a vessel in the bone.

Whether the vessel feature is a blood vessel or lymphatic is unknown. Previ-

ous work on lymphatics has shown that the lymphatics are not present in miner-

alised sections of boney tissue, due to the role of needing a fluid pressure in order

to work efficiently, and they’re not present in particular tissues, such as the IVD,

in healthy cases [320, 321]. From other studies, it would appear more likely that
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this is a vascular channel, stemming from the highly vascularised bone. If these

are capillaries, the exchange of nutrients to the IVD would be more efficient and

would support the work done by other research groups on the large scale porosity

of the mineralsed CEP having an influence on IVD health. However, the morpho-

logical nature of the dead-end does not support the idea that this is a capillary,

as the vascular system is a closed loop. This work, despite the apparent dead

ends, is more supportive of the channels in the mineralised CEP being a vascular

channel to the continuity from the VEP. Further work on precisely characterising

these would be complementary to those researching this interface.

4.4.2.2 Dye leaking artefacts

With all samples, there appears to be some dye leakage into the mineral ma-

trix, as mentioned in Section 4.3.1. These features were more prominent in the

young, and at the peripheries of the sample, which is why the region above the

NP was used. These features were difficult to mask out without removing sig-

nificant amounts of the OLCN, and so older samples would be better to use for

studies regarding how the OLCN changes across the VB in the transverse plane.

A potential explanation for why these appear more in the young sample, is that

they are undergoing rapid growth at that age, and so a lot of new bone is being

laid down and would not have fully mineralised yet. Ayoubi’s work shows that, due

to how the mineral matrix grows (i.e. in small nucleation points), there would be

gaps where this dye can leak into, and then stain the collagen in newly forming

bone [70].

However, the BSE data does not correlate with this, as some areas imaged

with these artefacts also have a higher degree of mineralisation. Whilst the spe-
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cific plane might not be an exact match on the two images, due to the BSE being

the surface of the sample, and confocal is just within, there are no obvious cracks

visible on the BSE which would help explain why there is this leaking of dye.

With SHG and TPEF both the collagen and rhodamine signal can be seen,

and the merged images of the regions of leaking can provide a more justifiable

explanation. The leaking of dye shown in the TPEF signal in Figure 4.19b is in

the same region as a collagen bundle beginning to branch in Figure 4.19a. There

is a line of rhodamine signal that follows the direction of the collagen bundle, but

corresponds to a lack of SHG signal in Figure 4.19c. This type of feature is likely

to be microcracks in the mineral matrix, and so has no collagen (no SHG signal),

and is filled with rhodamine (high TPEF signal). Whether these are due to sample

preparation techniques, or naturally occur in the growing bone, is undetermined

by these experiments.
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Figure 4.19: An image showing a collagen bundle + staining along bundle boundary. In
(a) the SHG signal is shown, which represents the collagen fibres. b) The corresponding
TPEF shows where the rhodamine dye is present. c) The merged image shows the spa-
tial correlation between these two signals, and is yellow where the signal overlaps. The
branching of collagen corresponds to where a dye artefact is present. N=1

4.4.2.3 Quantification of the collagen

The pSHG data shows how the collagen is organised at the CEP and VEP inter-

face, which has previously not been explored by such methods. The data shows

that across the interface, the collagen type changes, but the orientation of these

bundles is consistent. Whilst there is a change in dispersion of collagen from the

CEP to VEP, the local area around the interface does not exhibit a sharp change,
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meaning that despite the collagen not anchoring between the two tissues, there

is still continuity in the collagen arrangement. The spread of dispersion values for

the VEP is much higher compared to the CEP, as evidenced by the histograms in

Figure 4.18. The low I2 values in the VEP can be seen in the very top left corner

of the SHG images, where the collagen is changing direction in a circular pattern

but from the SHG values it is unclear whether this surrounds a blood vessel or not.

At the bottom left corner there is change in the collagen arrangement which also

results in low I2 levels. An increase in the collagen degree of dispersion in regions

with changing direction would minimise the effective fault lines within the VEP and

is likely a feature which aids in distributing loads throughout the tissue. Computa-

tional modelling on the effects of the dispersion of the collagen at these features

in the VEP would quantify how this changes the tissues mechanical properties.

On this data set there are small areas where the orientation of the collagen

bundles from the CEP look like they could be inserting at a low angles. Mechan-

ically, collagen insertions have been beneficial for cartilage and bone interfaces,

such as articular joints and calvarial sutures. If the load is dissipated in this region

only by the rigid mineral matrix, it would explain why there is an increased fracture

risk in this area.

Biochemically type I and II collagen can bond together [322], and so it would

be interesting further work to assess how the fibrils at this interface interact at

small scales. Whilst such small features are beyond the resolution of the MPM,

other methods, such as small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), could be viable to

answer such questions.
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4.5 Summaries and Future Work

This chapter has investigated the mineralised tissue of the CEP and VEP via three

different imaging modalities. The research question addressing how the OLCN

in irregular bones compares to that of long bones is answered by the following

conlusions: The CLSM data shows that the VEP has the same structure as other

bones in the body, and the values for the canalicular density are comparable to

studies of long bones in other large mammals, indicating that this technique is

valuable to answer outstanding questions on human bone structure. The VEP

appears to vary from long bone by the heterogeneity in the canaliculi and colla-

gen directions, which could be down to the multiaxial loading environment of the

spine. The CaDn values between the osteon and interosteon bone do not vary

significantly.

To answer the question of how the minerals are distributed between the two

soft hard interfaces of the EP and growth plate BSE imaging was used and shows

that there are variations of mineralisation within the VEP with higher concentra-

tions in the central region and around the marrow channels. The mineralised CEP

and boney regions around the growth plate have a higher degree of mineralisa-

tion than that of the VEP. Upon remodelling within the VEP, the mineral density

is higher at the edges of the marrow channels. Relative rates of remodelling are

compared by the ratio of phosphorous to calcium, and there is evidence that small

hypermineralised regions are present which exhibit slower remodelling times than

the other areas of the VEP.

For the collagen, these experiments answered how the change from type II

to type I occurs across the EP, and how the direction and dispersion of these

collagen fibres vary across this interface. Maps of the VEP have shown the large
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scale differences in the type I collagen bundle orientation from the peripheries

and the central location using multiphoton microscopy. The appearance of the

porous mineralised CEP can be visualised by this method with the stained and

embedded samples, and it can be seen that these channels stop abruptly at the

CEP tide mark interface, between the mineralised CEP and the non-mineralised

CEP. The pSHG used a fresh spine sample due to limitations of the scanning time,

and analysis was carried out to quantify the level of disperion in the collagen at

the CEP-VEP interface. The pSHG data shows that the collagen bundles, both

type I and II, are aligned along the interface, with the only feasible insertions being

at low degrees. Dispersion of collagen bundles within the VEP increases as the

large bundles visible by SHG change direction, and branching of these collagen

bundles coincides with a gap in the mineral matrix.

4.5.1 Further Studies

The studies in this chapter could be expanded by all three modalities, and a quan-

tified correlation between the modalities can be achieved on the basis of what has

been covered in this chapter.

• The spatial correlation between the imaging modes is seen in Figure 4.20,

where the same region of trabecular bone in the VEP is shown by its OLCN

and soft tissue (Figure 4.20a), the collagen (Figure 4.20b) and mineral (Fig-

ure 4.20c). The qualitative changes assessed by all three methods (CaDn,

collagen dispersion, and degree of mineralisation), explained within this

chapter can be applied to the same location. The samples prepared in

this way can then have a quantified spatial correlation between the OLCN,

collagen direction and dispersion, and degree of mineralisation.
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Figure 4.20: Example of combining the three imaging modalities. a) CLSM image for
trabeculae in the VEP, showing the lacunae, marrow and canaliculi. b) SHG signal for the
same region showing the collagen bundles. c) BSE image showing the mineralisation for
the trabeculae. N=1

• Studies of the OLCN could use different spine segments to assess how

the canaliculi density and the heterogeneity of the network varies across

different VEPs of the spine, and whether there is a difference between the

cranial or caudal VEP.

• For work on the mineralisation, accurate quantification of the calcium weight

% can be obtained via Quantitative Backscattered Electron Imaging with the

use of reference materials and it would be interesting to study these values

across both healthy spines like the ones imaged in this chapter, and com-

pare them to spine segments that have degenerated due to age or disease.
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• The collagen orientation and dispersion can further be expanded by sim-

ilar extensions outlined for the OLCN and mineralisation, by assessing if

these quantified values change with age and disease, and if these changes

increase the risk to the tissue.
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Chapter 5

Spatial Gradients of Collagen

Organisation and Mineralisation in Flat

Bones at Calvarial Sutures

5.1 Introduction

The cranial sutures are the fibrous soft tissue between the ossified cranial plates

which make up the the calvarial region of the skull, and these interfaces between

the mineralised and non-mineralised tissue are the primary site of where cranial

growth occurs [323–325]. As the skull grows, it is important that there is both the

ability to expand with growth, and protect the intracranial cavity. The role of the

sutures is to both allow growth of the cranial plates by providing the osteogenic

front, and to dissipate stresses under various loading environments with the vis-

coelastic properties of fibrous soft tissue, which is not exhibited to the same extent

in mineralised tissues [326]. As the brain grows, there is pressure on the cranial

plates to move outwards to accommodate this growth. The stresses experienced
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by both internal and external forces stimulate growth, and the interdigitation of

the suture which aids in distribution of the loads [326]. Starting from two years

old, the sutures begin to ossify, and are considered fused when the suture is

completely mineralised. This fusing occurs after skeletal maturity and can still be

occurring up to 60 years old in some people [327–329]. In patients where one

or more of these sutures fuse prematurely there is abnormal skull growth arising

from the inability of the cranial plates to grow from the fused suture. This causes

a flat shape at the affected suture, and bulging at the other regions of the skull

due to uneven stress distribution and can lead to health complications, described

in Chapter 2 [264, 323]. The health implications of abnormal mineralisation at

this interface are well documented, as well as the genetic mutations that are a

common cause, as summarised in Chapter 2 [264,330].

However, despite the role that the sutures have in skeletal development, the

mineral density organisation and collagen arrangement across this soft-hard in-

terface has yet to be quantified in a way which would provide insight into a clinical

solution to repair abnormalities and enhancing surgical outcomes.

The four regions of interest within the skull are the sagittal, squamous, inter-

frontal, and coronal sutures and their surrounding mineralised tissue. The newly

laid down bone surrounding the sutures is known as sutural bone, whereas within

the centre of the cranial plates it is non-sutural. On a smaller length scale, there is

both woven and lamellar bone present, differentiated by the macroscale collagen

organisation visible with the SEM [100]. Understanding the spatial gradients of

the minerals across these differently formed interfaces of mechanically dissimilar

tissues, and how they compare to other mineralising interfaces explored in this

thesis is a key consideration for developing future therapies or preventative treat-
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ments for such ailments. It is known that the calvaria contains densely woven

bone at the site of growth, but how this bone mineral density changes at both

mm and µm length scales, and whether these patterns are changed during dis-

ease would provide valuable insight into how more specialised treatments can be

developed. The collagens of both the suture and the calvaria have been qual-

itatively described [331, 332], but how the degree of dispersion of the collagen

bundles changes at the interfaces between the non-mineralised suture, woven

bone, and lamellar bone are yet to be investigated.

Imaging the minerals and collagen require different methods due to the differ-

ences in their chemical and physical nature. Collagen can be imaged by a variety

of methods including histology staining, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

and polarised second harmonic generation (pSHG) [87, 126, 221, 268, 274–276,

303, 333, 334]. In histology the use of trichome staining on thin sections is an

established method for imaging collagen, and in SEM the secondary emission

signal can be used to image the collagen fibres at the surface [333]. PSHG can

be used on thick samples, both fresh and processed for SEM, and can use differ-

ent polarisation angles to get the degree of alignment and dispersion of collagen

bundles.

Minerals can be investigated by computerised tomography (CT), SEM, small

angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) [67, 262,

331, 335–340]. CT scans provide a 3D scan of the structure with the porosity of

the tissue being visualised, whereas SEM in the back scattered mode captures

the bone mineral density (BMD) in a 2D image, and SAXS and WAXD can assess

size, shape, and orientation of the nanoscale crystals.

The quantification of the collagen dispersion and distribution of bone mineral
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density at the flat bone neighbouring the suture require multiple modalities which

can achieve µm resolution across mm length scales, which is why the two modal-

ities chosen are scanning electron microscopy and multiphoton microscopy.

The specific research questions addressed in this chapter are:

• How are the minerals in the cranial plates spatially distributed, and is there

a dependency of the degree of mineralisation on the distance from a growth

site?

• How does the collagen type, principle direction, and dispersion change

across the calvarial suture, and do these changes correspond to a change

in the degree of mineralisation?

• Does the degree of mineralisation between the two bone types of lamellar

and woven change in these mouse skull models?

The following experiments look into the mineral density of mouse skulls by using

QBEI (quantitative back scattered electron imaging) to assess the spatial distribu-

tion of the degree of mineralisation around the sutures where intramembranous

bone growth occurs. With the use of pSHG the collagen dispersion and princi-

ple direction have been quantified for the significant regions around this interface,

with the interface itself being identified by the TPEF signal showing the boundary

between unmineralised sutures, and the mineralised cranial plates.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Sample Preparation

Following a similar protocol as described in Chapter 4, three mouse skulls (C57BL

6J at 28 weeks old) were dissected, dehydrated, stained, and embedded with the

cold PMMA method, but with adjusted time scales to accommodate the smaller

sample size compared to Chapter 4. A brief outline is in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Table of Cold PMMA method for mice skulls

Step Conditions Time

Dehydration 1 70% Ethanol, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 2 days

Dehydration 2 80% Ethanol, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 2 days

Dehydration 3 96% Ethanol, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 2 days

Dehydration 4 100% Ethanol, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 3 days

Staining 1 8.7x10−3M rhodamine, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 1.5 days

Staining 2 8.7x10−3M rhodamine, 4◦C, 10min under vacuum 1.5 days

Xylene rinse 1 Xylene, RT, 10min under vacuum 3 hours

Xylene rinse 2 Xylene, RT, 10min under vacuum 3 hours

Preinfiltration Pre-infiltration solution, 10min under vacuum 3 days

Preinfiltration Infiltration solution, 10min under vacuum 3 days

Infiltration Infiltration, 10min under vacuum 4 days

Embedding Embedding PMMA mixture, -20◦C, 10min under vacuum 3-4 days

These samples were cut by the diamond saw in the coronal plane to expose

the interfrontal suture and coronal sutures on one skull, and the sagittal suture

and squamous on the other two skulls.
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After exposing the imaging plane the samples were re-embedded in Struers

epoxy, with a ratio of 15:1 resin:hardener in the Struers 31.75 mm diameter sili-

cone molds, with reference materials such as Carbon (C), Magnesium Flouride

(MgF2), and Aluminium (Al), as seen in Figure 5.1a. After curing at room temper-

ature in the fume hood for 4 days, they were repolished with the conditions in Ta-

ble 5.2, to give a flat sample with the reference materials in the same plane [336],

that is seen in Figure 5.2, and is seen in step b in Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.1: Sample preparation steps covered in this chapter. a) Re-embedding procedure
to include the reference materials. b) Polishing to ensure a smooth surface. c) Sputtercoat-
ing of the samples with carbon. d) BSE image acquisition. e) SHG and TPEF acquisition.
f) Analysing the images using the QBEI and pSHG codes.
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Table 5.2: Grinding and polishing conditions for the embedded skulls

Step Name Mat used Lubricant Approx. Time

1 Grinding 1 #800 Water 20 minutes

2 Grinding 2 #1200 Water 2 hours

3 Grinding 3 #2400 Water 3 hours

4 Polishing 1 MD Sat DiaPro 6 µm 4 hours

5 Polishing 2 MD Dac DiaPro 3 µm 4 hours

4 Polishing 3 MD Nap DiaPro 1 µm 4 hours

5 Polishing 4 MD Nap DiaPro 0.25 µm 4 hours

Figure 5.2: The re-embedded mouse skull with reference materials.

The samples were then coated with carbon using the Quorum Q150T ES Plus

in Figure 5.1c, with the setting, ’pulsed rod evaporation’ with a final thickness
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between 30 and 50 nm, with the precise value given at the end of the sputtering

process.

5.2.2 BSE and QBEI Analysis

The embedded, polished, and coated skulls were imaged using the back scat-

tered mode of the Tescan VEGA3 SEM at the sutures neighbouring woven and

lamellar bone with the imaging conditions outlined in table 5.3.

The BSE tiles are stitched together using the FIJI Plugin Stith function [341,

342] to get a global assessment of how the pixel intensity, and therefore the

atomic density, of the sample varies on the length scales of mm. The BSE acqui-

sition is step d in Figure 5.1.

Table 5.3: Table of imaging conditions when acquiring BSE data.

Condition Value

HV 2 kV

Mag 499x

FOV 416 µm

Speed 8 (320 µs/pxl)

WD 15 mm

Contrast '55%

Brightness '90%

Beam intensity 10 (a.u.)

Absorption current '80 pA

Spot size 180 nm
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Analysis via QBEI relies on the linear relationship between the pixel intensity,

and the average atomic nuclear charge of the material being imaged [336, 343–

345]. For this, standard materials were embedded alongside the mouse skulls

and were Carbon (C), Magnesium Flouride (MgF2), and Aluminium (Al). After

focusing on the bone and getting the optimal contrast for seeing the different

intensities on the same section of bone (Figure 5.3a), images were taken in the

same session, with the same settings of the standard materials (Figure 5.3b). For

the magnification used in this study, the references materials were not within the

same field of view as the bone.

After converting the images into 8-bit, the maximum intensity of the pixels is

255, and minimum 0. With the average atomic number of the standard materials

known, an average pixel intensity was obtained by selecting a multiple regions in

the images (Figure 5.3c), and plotting mean atomic mass (Zmean) as a function of

the average intensities (Figure 5.3d).

Using the polyfit function with an order of 1, the linear equation linking the

average atomic mass and the pixel intensity can be obtained for that sample

[346]. The Zmean for hydroxyapatite is calculated from its chemical structure by

the equation 5.1,

Zmean =

∑
(Ni ∗ Ai ∗ Zi)∑

(Ni ∗A i)
(5.1)

to give an average atomic number of 14.06, and with the linear equation derived

from the reference materials, the theoretical pixel intensity value for pure hydrox-

yapatite is obtained (Figure 5.3e).

Since pure hydroxyapatite is known to have a Calcium weight % (CaWt%) of

39.68% [336, 347], the theoretical value of the hydroxyapatite pixel intensity, and
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this CaWt% can be plotted with the second point being the 0% value of CaWt%

and the intensity of the neighbouring osteoid material, to produce a new linear

graph and equation which links the CaWt% to the pixel intensity for that sample

(Figure 5.3f).

This analysis was done in Matlab and was used for both specific points in

an image, as well as larger areas of analysis from masked BSE slices. A script

was developed which imports a specific image, where the user can select multiple

points on the image, and then plots the pixel intensity and CaWt% for that sample.

This script was used for quickly comparing individual pixels from different areas,

but using the FIJI function ’Plot Profile’ from a line, the data is then exported,

which the QBEI code imports and can plot in the same method as depicted in

Figure 5.3. For larger areas of bone, and for comparing woven and lamellar bone,

masks have been created for the BSE image and the same quantification of pixel

intensity to CaWt% has been used by taking the average of the area.

When plotting the histograms of CaWt% in Matlab, the peaks were found by

the Matlab spline interpolation and findpeaks functions [346].
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Figure 5.3: a) BSE acquisition of the sections of bone which are of interest. b) With
the same scan, the reference materials of Carbon (C), Magnesium Flouride (MgF2), and
Aluminium (Al) are obtained. c) Importing the images into matlab to extract the pixel
intensities, with an example of a selected few points in green for the bone (right) and the
C and MgF2 reference materials on the right. d) Plot of the average atomic number as a
function of pixel intensity, with the two reference points in blue (C and MgF2), and the 5
selected points from (c) in pink. e) The linear plot of C and MgF2 (blue) extrapolated to
get the pixel intensity of pure hydroxyapatite (HA) (orange triangle). f) Using the pixel
values of HA and the osteoid and the CaWt% of 39.68% and 0% respectively, a new
plot and linear equation is generated (blue), with the 5 selected points from (c) in orange
asterisks.
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5.2.3 Multiphoton Microscopy

Images of a sample were taken with the multiphoton microscope to obtain SHG

+ TPEF images, and scanned through the polarisation angles to obtain pSHG

data that can help identify the collagen arrangement, with the theory outlined

in Chapter 3. Briefly, the polarisation sensitivity of the SHG signal produces a

series of images which has each pixel varying in intensity to fit a cosine function,

and properties of this fitting are used to obtain the degree of dispersion (I2) of

the collagen fibres at that point, as well as the principle direction (φ2) with the

equations described in Chapter 3.

The TPEF signal shows where the rhodamine staining has occurred, and

therefore shows where the soft tissue is present. This allows for the interface

of the mineralised tissue and the unmineralised sutures to be located on the mul-

tiphoton images. The settings for acquiring these images with the multiphoton

microscope is outlined in table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Conditions for the multiphoton microscope when imaging the skulls, under the
conditions for single image acquisition and pSHG.

Condition Single Images pSHG

Lens 25x water 25x water

NA 1.05 1.05

Zoom 2 3

Frame size 512x512 512x512

Pixel bin factor 40 20

Frame average 3 1

Angle of waveplate 13-18 ◦ 13-18 ◦

Gain 700 700

Input voltage -10:10 -10:10

5.2.4 Distinguishing the Regions of Interest to Image

This combined method allows for comparison at different length scales, with a

mapping of one sample being carried out to compare how the bone mineral den-

sity changes from one suture, through the cranial plate, the other suture. On a

smaller scale, the mineral distribution from the interior to exterior surface of the

cranial plate is assessed, as well as how it changes with distance from the nearest

growth site in the 4 sutures of interest: Sagittal, Squamous, Interfrontal, and Coro-

nal. At the microscale a focus on the recently ossified tissue is carried out, with a

bone mineral density comparison between the woven bone structure and lamel-

lae structure around each of the 4 sutures. The use of multiphoton microscopy

has been carried out for one sample and one suture (Sagittal), and compares the
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collagen dispersion and organisation in the mineralised regions of the woven and

lamellar bone, as well as the Sharpey’s fibres and the fibrous suture.

The regions for analysis are differentiated by the features seen in both imag-

ing techniques. The non sutural bone has channels for a blood vessel, and the

sutural bone is closer to the non-mineralised suture. In the BSE images the dis-

tinction between the mineralised and non-mineralised tissue is indicated by the

pixel intensity, with mineralised showing a brighter pixel. For the mineralised tis-

sues making up lamellar and woven bone, the lamellar bone is identifiable from

macroscale collagen bundles which are visible as a change in surface texture in

the secondary emission images, as well as BSE, whereas the woven bone colla-

gen structure lack these characteristic bundles and so appear smoother in both

image modes on the SEM.

The non-mineralised regions are stained by the rhodamine and will therefore

have a high intensity signal in the TPEF image when using the multiphoton micro-

scope. Meanwhile, the channel detecting SHG provides an image to distinguish

the woven and lamellar bone, as the organised bundling in lamellar bone is a fea-

ture with a strong SHG intensity, whereas the woven bone and sutures produces

less overall signal. The distinction between the woven bone, lamellar bone, and

sutural tissue can therefore be seen by superimposing the two signals from the

multiphoton microscope.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Mineralisation Distributions

The raw BSE map of the parietal bone is shown in Figure 5.4a. The sutures are

the sagittal (top) and squamous (left) in Figure 5.4a and b. The conversion of the

raw pixel intensities into bone mineral density (BMD) values produces the heat

map data of Figure 5.4b, where yellow indicates a higher bone mineral density

and blue is lower. The range of bone mineral density spans from 5.2% to 30.5%,

with the low values being attributed to the osteocyte lacunae and cement lines,

and 87% of values for the parietal bone being above 15% bone mineral density,

and higher values at the sutures where the percentages of data points above 15%

CaWt are 95% and 93% for the sagittal and squamous sutural bones respectively.

Figure 5.4c and d show the heat map of the sutures in higher detail than in b,

where the lower values can be seen to correspond with the lacunae and cracks.

Figure 5.4e shows the spread of bone mineral density for the regions in c, and d,

as well as the interfrontal and coronal sutures. The squamous sutural bone has a

peak at and 18.54%, and the sagittal sutural bone has a bimodal distribution with

peaks at 22.56% and 25.31%. The sagittal sutural bone has a broader range of

values than the squamous, indicated by the bimodal nature and a FWHM value

of 9.08, compared to 6.09 of the squamous. For the other sample, the interfrontal

and coronal sutural bone have peaks of 19.68% and 17.72% respectively. The

interfrontal and coronal sutural bone has a narrower spread of values compared

to the sagittal and squamous in the parietal bone, with FWHM of 4.14 for the

interfrontal, and 3.48 for the coronal.

At this scale both the sutural bone (regions neighbouring the sutures in top
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right and bottom left corners of Figure 5.4a and b) and non-sutural bone (top left

corner of Figure 5.4a and b) can be seen. On this map there is no obvious visual

pattern of there being a large change in the degree of mineralisation from the

suture to the centre of the flat bone, but there does appear to be higher mineral

density at the interior and exterior surface of the bone, which is seen through-

out all samples. The sagittal sutural bone has a higher degree of mineralisation

(22.66% ) than that of the other three sutures, but also contains a wider spread of

values and is, therefore, less homogenous in its mineralisation. The interfrontal

sutural bone with a peak at 20.16% has the next highest degree of mineralisation,

followed by the squamous and coronal sutural bones with similar peak values.
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Figure 5.4: a) The BSE map of the parietal cranial plate from the sagital suture (top) to the
squamous (left). b) A heat map of the BMD for the BSE map in (a). c) and d) show the
heat map results of the sutural bone around the sagittal and squamous suture respectively.
e) Histograms of the BMD for the sutural bone around the four different types of suture.
N=2
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5.3.1.1 CaWt% as a function of distance from sites of growth

The CaWt% has been plotted as a function of distance from a growth site for the

parietal cranial plate, and the frontal plate, in Figures 5.5 and 5.7 respectively.

Figure 5.5 shows the scatter plot of the CaWt% values, with the fitting showing

a decrease in the CaWt% value the further away from a growth site. The gradi-

ents of the fittings are -0.05, -0.08, and -0.12 for the non-sutural bone, sagittal

surrounding bone, and squamous surrounding bone respectively. From this data,

the range of average CaWt% values changes for each location, with the non-

sutural bone having the lowest degrees of mineralisation (13.23% to 15.55%),

followed by the squamous data (16.5% to 20.72% ) and the sagittal suture having

the highest (19.61% to 23.16%). Figure 5.6a shows the masked BSE images

used for the quantification in Figure 5.5, with scale bars of 150 µm. Figure 5.6b

is a heat map of the pixel intensities of the raw BSE data, to visually show the

spatial distribution of the range of CaWt% values. Blue represents lower pixel

intensities, and therefore lower CaWt%, and yellow indicates higher.

Sample 2 is used to compare the interfrontal and coronal sutures, and the

scatter plot of CaWt% values around these sutures is shown in Figure 5.7. Similar

to sample 1, there is a decrease in bone mineral density further from the growth

sites indicated by the negative gradients, but the gradients are not as steep, with

values of -0.0046 and -0.019 for the interfrontal and the coronal data sets respec-

tively. The fitted values of CaWt% range from 18.03% to 18.3% for the interfrontal

data, and from 16.27% to 16.68% for the coronal. Figure 5.8a shows the BSE

data used for Figure 5.7 with the applied mask, and Figure 5.8b is the heat map

to show the spatial distribution of the high and low pixel intensities.
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Figure 5.5: Results from sample one with the CaWt% as a function of distance from the
nearest growth site. The blue data is taken from the centre of the parietal bone. The bone
from around the sagittal suture is shown in red, and the bone around the squamous suture
is in green. N=1

Figure 5.6: a) The masked BSE images for the nearest neighbour data seen in Figure 5.5.
b) The heat map of BMD in the analysed regions in (a), where yellow indicates higher
BMD, and darker blue is less mineralised. N=1
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Figure 5.7: Results from sample two showing the CaWt% as a function of distance from
the nearest boundary with a growh site. The data from the bone around the interfrontal
suture and the coronal suture are shown in red and green respectively. N=1

Figure 5.8: a) The masked BSE images for the nearest neighbour data seen in Figure 5.7.
b) The heat map of BMD in the analysed regions in (a), where yellow indicates higher
BMD, and the darker blue is less mineralised. N=1
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5.3.1.2 Mineralisation from Dura Mater to Periosteum

Slices of the nonsutural bone were taken from sample one, and Figure 5.9a shows

the stitched row of slices with a scale bar, as well as the specific slices for analy-

sis. The results showing CaWt% as a function of distance from the interior surface

of the cranial plate to the exterior surface on the slices can be seen in Figure 5.9b,

where the five slices from Figure 5.9a have been analysed and plotted with the

distance starting at the dura mater interface. All data sets show a decrease in

CaWt% towards the centre, with the areas of highest mineral density being the

surfaces of the cranial plate. The bone surfaces have CaWt% values ranging

between 17% and 22%, whereas the central region with a lower mineral density

ranges from 7% to 13%, with troughs in all slices being caused by lacunae.
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Figure 5.9: a) The raw BSE row from the sagittal suture to the non sutural bone, where
the five slices from the non sutural bone have been masked in the bottom row. b) The
results of CaWt% for slices of the non-sutural bone, where the CaWt% is a function of
distance from the duramater to the persiosteum. N=1
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5.3.1.3 Woven vs Lamellar Bone

The sutures imaged with BSE were the sagittal, squamous, interfrontal, and coro-

nal, and so a comparison between the degree of mineralisation between the wo-

ven and lamellar bone structures is made near the growth sites. Figure 5.10

shows a bar graph of the average CaWt% values for the bone around each su-

ture, with the woven bone data in purple, and the lamellar in green. The error

bars are the standard deviation in the data set. Figure 5.11 shows the raw BSE

images that were used to obtain the data in Figure 5.10. For each suture there is

a higher CaWt% for the woven than the lamellar bone, with woven bone having

CaWt% values ranging between 24.62% to 17.72%, and the lamellar ranging be-

tween 21.60% to 14.01%. Between the samples, sample one has mostly higher

values than sample two.

Figure 5.10: Bar graph of average CaWt% values for each suture, comparing the mean
values of woven (purple) and lamellar (green) structures. The error bars indicate the
standard deviation. N=2
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Figure 5.11: The images used for the woven vs lamellar data from Figure 5.10, with an
example of a segmentation for the S1 sagittal sutural bone. N=2
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5.3.2 Collagen Orientation

Figure 5.12 shows the sagittal suture of sample 3. Figure 5.12a is the SHG

signal from collagen, and simultaneously the TPEF image (Figure 5.12b) was

captured with the rhodamine staining in the tissue providing the spatial guidance

on where the soft and hard tissues are. These two simultaneous modalities can

be superimposed in a pixel-to-pixel manner as shown in Figure 5.12c

Figure 5.12: The SHG (a), TPEF (b), and Merged image (c) of the sagittal suture in a
mouse skull, with the key features annotated. Collagen changes occur within the miner-
alised region on the bottom left located cranial plate, with evidence of woven bone shown
by the different collagen arrangment. Sharpey’s fibres are present in the top right located
plate where the collagen fibres anchor between the mineralised plate, and the unminer-
alised region between them. N=1
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5.3.2.1 PSHG Results

The pSHG images were acquired from the same region, with the cosine fitting

curve of a point of the Sharpey’s fibres shown in Figure 5.13a, with the two slices

corresponding to the lowest and highest intensity shown in Figure 5.13b.

Figure 5.13: a) The fitting curve for a point at the Sharpey’s fibres in the pSHG stack,
where the blue asterisks are the raw experimental data, and the orange curve is the fitting.
b) An example of two slices from the stack which show the lowest and highest intensi-
ties for the corresponding data plotted in (a), and can be visually seen by the change in
intensity in the raw data. N=1
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The I2-Φ2 plot for this slice shows both the principle direction of the fibres, by

the direction of the lines on the plot, as well as the degree of dispersion indicated

by the colour of the respective lines, and is seen in 5.14a.

In Figure 5.14b the SHG analysed in (a) is shown with the distinct regions

coloured, the lamellar bone in yellow, the woven bone in red, the suture in green,

and the Sharpey’s fibres in blue. The I2 values from Figure 5.14a are plotted in

Figure 5.14c as a series of histograms with the regions separated by the regions

in 5.14b for direct comparison of the peak I2 values.
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Figure 5.14: a) Plot showing the principle direction of the fibres (line direction) and the
degree of dispersion (colour of line) in the sagittal suture and surrounding cranial plates
in sample 2, on the tile shown in (b). The mineralisation interface on either side of the
suture is given by the purple dashed line, and a closer view of the interfaces are seen in
the pink box. b) The raw SHG frame with areas highlighted in colours to distinguish the
lamellar bone (yellow), woven bone (red), suture (green) and Sharpey’s fibres (blue), to
correlate with the data in c. c) Histograms of the I2 values for each region of interest
around the cranial suture. The lamellar bone (yellow) is the most ordered with the highest
peak I2 value, followed by woven bone (red) and the unmineralised suture (green), and
the greatest degree of dispersion is seen in the Sharpey’s fibres (blue). N=1
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5.4 Discussion

In sample one, the CaWt% values are a similar range, albeit at the lower end, to

what is found in other papers that have studied other types of bone using QBEI,

which have mean BMD values spanning from 17% to 27% depending on location

and the health of the bone [265,336,343,348]. Other techniques to assess BMD

include dual x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and µCT, which report in either area

BMD, or volumetric BMD [87, 89, 349]. Whilst an exact conversion between area

BMD and CaWt% cannot be made, a study on rodents which also carried out

these measurements alongside QBEI show a range of CaWt% between 23% and

27% in the cortical bone of the tibia which is higher on average than what is

reported by the results in this chapter (17% to 24% with higher and lower values

being detected but anomalous) [350]. Reasons for this discrepancy could be due

to the different bone types, as other studies have shown that the bone mineral

density in different bones (skulls, clavicle, femoral diaphysis, etc.) have different

mineral densities, which are individually dependent on factors such as age and

loading environment [351].

More substantial contrast can be seen in local regions over a field of view ap-

proximately 200 µm in size. In the non-sutural bone (Figure 5.9), the internal and

external surfaces of the cranial plate have higher BMD than the centre regions,

also reflected in other studies [352,353]. Additionally, when taking into consider-

ation that growth can occur at the blood vessel sites within the bone as well as

the sutures, the distances from each site of growth has been explored to show

that there is a decrease in BMD as the distance from the growth site increases.

This structure of a mineral dense periosteum and endosteum is seen throughout

other types of bones [53, 351, 354]. This is believed as a compromise between
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strength of the minerals to resist load-induced deformation, and being lightweight

and porous enough to ensure more energy-efficient movement and nutrition de-

livery [15].

On a smaller length scale, the CaWt% has been compared between the woven

and lamellar structures of the bone, with overall values falling within the ranges

in the larger field of view data sets. However, this data shows that in each suture

imaged, the woven bone has a higher mineral density than that of the neigh-

bouring lamellar bone. Whether this is in line with other reports depends on the

specific study. Woven bone has been reported to have a higher mineralisation in

experiments comparing the mechanical strains in the two bone types, and high

resolution imaging techniques [100–104]. However, reports of woven bone hav-

ing a low mineral density have also been published [105], but due to the definition

of woven bone being based on the collagen arrangement, variables that could ex-

plain the different observation, such as whether it is newly growing bone or if it is

a fracture healing response would need further studies to assess the consistency

of woven bone mineralisation across the body.

Sample two contains one interfrontal suture and two coronal sutures, and vis-

ibly has more interdigitation compared to the others that can be seen in Figure

5.11. The highly interdigitated pattern of the coronal sutures is indicative of higher

stresses being experienced [239,240]. This difference in interdigitation can be ex-

plained by the location of the respective sutures, with the coronal and squamous

sutures being closer to the lower jaw, and therefore experience unique stresses

during mastication that the interfrontal and sagittal do not.
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On the other hand, the soft constituent of this interface, collagen, exhibits

distinct patterns across the mineralised and unmineralised regions. The results

of this chapter reinforce the evidence that the collagen bundles within the cranial

plate form lamellar sheets parallel to the bone surface for mechanical stability

[355].

In both of the mineralisation interfaces imaged, the collagen across the inter-

face takes on either the form of Sharpey’s fibres, or woven collagen, and both

can be seen to be continuous between the mineralised and non-mineralised

tissue. This is a verification of what has been seen by other imaging meth-

ods, such as histology, of the suture-bone interface and mathematical models

of how mechanotransduction occurs across the mechanically different tissues

[228,233,249,250,356].

The difference in information from the 2D image from SHG + TPEF, and the

3D organisational data from pSHG is exhibited by the comparison between the

Sharpey’s fibres and the lamellar bone. In the 2D SHG + TPEF images they ap-

pear to have a similar structure on the length scale imaged, arising from the sim-

ilar macroscale fibrillar structure, but the pSHG data, which analyses the smaller

scale organisation, shows a difference in the degree of dispersion, with the lamel-

lar bone having more highly ordered collagen than the Sharpey’s Fibres.

The pSHG data confirms that the change in collagen dispersion occurs at the

boundary between the lamellar and woven bone, rather than at the mineralisation

boundary, as the difference in collagen dispersion between the unmineralised su-

ture and the woven bone does not exhibit a peak change, but there is a shift to

more ordered collagen in the lamellar bone. These findings correlate with current

understanding that woven bone has more disordered collagen [357, 358], and
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demonstrate the collagen continuity across the suture and woven bone interface.

This data for the lamellar bone in comparison to the suture and woven is as ex-

pected from the images, and from theory [98,102,104,359,360]. However, whilst

Sharpey’s fibres have been well documented as being predominantly type I colla-

gen in cranial suture-bone interfaces and in other locations of the body [103,361],

it is interesting that despite resembling more closely the lamellar bone on the sin-

gle SHG images, the collagens in this region have a greater degree of dispersion

than within either the lamellar, woven bone, or unmineralised suture.

The collagen of the sutures has been reported to absorb more energy during

mechanical stress than the neighbouring cranial plates [323,326]. The continuity

of collagen organisation across mechanically dissimilar tissues shown in these

experiments could be an aid in distributing loads and resisting fractures at the

interface between mineralised tissue and soft tissue.
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Limitations within this experiment are largely down to having few samples to

image, and therefore this work so far does not have the repeatability needed

to yield any statistical significance. Specific limitations on the methods used in-

clude requirement of a parallel imaging surface for the QBEI, which any deviation

from can cause the pixel intensity to vary across the sample [362]. This means

that samples which have any tilt are unusable for this method without extensive

recalibration of equipment for each sample. For the multiphoton imaging, the

rhodamine dye which penetrates the non-mineralised regions of the tissue is sen-

sitive to photobleaching [363], and the high intensity laser required for multiphoton

imaging means there is a compromise on the scanning time to ensure preserva-

tion of the sample. This has been minimised in this experiment by using a lower

laser power with a fast scan, but with averaging the frames.
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5.5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this project, the mineral distribution around the calvarial sutures has been im-

aged and quantified with BSE and QBEI. These experiments aimed to investigate

how the mineral distribution is spatially organised in cranial bones, and whether

the factors of distance from a soft tissue growth site, and bone type (lamellar or

woven) correlate to any differences in the degree of mineralisation. The results

indicate there is a higher mineral density in the newly laid down woven bone, as

well as the interior and exterior surfaces of the lamellar bone.

The use of QBEI has previously been established to verify the CaWt% in long

bones [336, 348], and areas containing woven bone have been shown to have a

higher mineral density with this method. This study is the first to use QBEI for as-

sessing the mineralisation around the calvarial sutures where the mineralisation

process is intramembranous ossification. These results show a range of bone

mineral density values (15%-22%) slightly lower than that of long bone (22%-

25%) [336], but with the same pattern of woven bone having a higher mineral

density than that of the neighbouring lamellae.

The research question of how the collagen type, direction, and dispersion

changes across the soft hard interfaces of the skull has led to the use of SHG

imaging and pSHG to quantify these features in this region of interest. In the

woven bone and in the unmineralised region of the suture, the principle fibre

direction appears to bridge the two mineralised plates, with the majority creating

a gradual transition from the principle lamellar direction, and into the Sharpey’s

fibres of the opposite boney plate.

The Sharpey’s fibres themselves have low I2 values, which indicate a high

degree of dispersion and continue between the mineralised cranial plate and the
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unmineralised suture. On the opposite side of the suture the dispersion of col-

lagen and principle direction is also continuous across the interface, despite the

fibrillar macrostructure arrangement of these collagens being different to the op-

posite interface. These features could be beneficial for dissipating stress at the

site of ossification, whilst maintaining a cohesive structure to prevent cleaving at

the soft-hard tissue interface.

To make this work statistically significant, more samples will need to be used in

future work which will give more confidence to the findings on the spatial gradients

of the minerals and collagen organisation at the soft-hard interfaces in the skull. In

future experiments the pSHG arrangement between the different sutures would

be interesting to continue, to assess whether there is a change in the peak I2

values from different sutures, and whether the Sharpey’s fibres in each suture

and other locations of the body have similar degrees of dispersion. This would

provide valuable insight into their anchoring mechanisms.

This is a preliminary study into how the mineralisation and collagen are or-

ganised around the calvarial sutures. Additional work is planned to image the

same samples using a confocal laser scanning microscope. This will enable us to

compare the OLCN in woven and lamellar bone, and to investigate how these pa-

rameters relate to changes in mineralisation and the corresponding arrangement

of collagen fibres.
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Chapter 6

Summaries and Future Work

The experiments carried out in this thesis look at two different mineralising in-

terfaces and have used a variety of imaging modalities to characterise the neigh-

bouring tissues in terms of their mineral heterogeneity, collagen organisation, and

for the VEP, the cell network density distribution to answer the specific questions

of:

• How does the microscale distribution of minerals in mineralised tissue vary

as a function of distance from the interface of hard and soft tissue?

• Are the quantifiable features of the OLCN in the irregular bone of the verte-

brae comparable to the values already established in long bones?

• How does the collagen type, orientation, and degree of dispersion change

across the two mechanically different tissues, and is there a spatial correla-

tion between collagen changes, and mineralisation changes?

The experiments characterising EP have resulted in the following key findings:

• The mineral distribution is heterogenous, with higher degrees of minerali-

sation and heterogeneity seen in the mineralised CEP, with the SBP and
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trabecular sharing the same peak values, but more variation of mineral den-

sities in the trabecular bone.

• The canaliculi density has been assessed in the central VEP, between the

CEP and growth plate, with average values ranging from 0.05-0.14 µm/µm3,

but with high standard deviations.

• The collagen arrangement across the multiple interfaces within the endplate

structure has demonstrated a higher degree of dispersion within the CEP

than the VEP, but at the interface the collagen bundles are aligned, with the

same principle direction.

For the studies into the mineralising interfaces within the cranium the main

points are summarised below:

• The CaWt % was quantified across the cranial plate, with findings showing

that the degree of mineralisation decreases with distances from a growth

site, and that the newly laid woven bone has a higher degree of mineralisa-

tion than the neighbouring lamellar bone. Towards the centre of the cranial

plates, there is more highly mineralised bone neighbouring the dura mater

and periosteum, at the interior and exterior surfaces of the skull.

• The collagen across this interface has continuity across the soft-hard bound-

ary, with changes in direction and dispersion of the collagen occurring within

the mineralised tissue.

Both of these regions of interest show that the changes in collagen type, di-

rection, and dispersion are spatially distinguishable from the interface of soft and

hard tissues, evidencing that multiple unique interfaces exist within these tissues.
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6.1 Future studies

There are many routes that can follow on from the research carried out here and

from gaps in current literature, some of which have been mentioned in the relevant

chapters. A few project ideas which would be complementary to the work carried

out in this thesis are summarised below.

• The lacunae distribution in the spine could be repeated for either older an-

imal models, or different motion segments. There are multiple regions that

can be compared, such as cranial vs caudal, peripheral vs central, and

anterior vs posterior. All sections from 1 lumbar spine (<1yr) have been em-

bedded already with Technovit 9100 which can be used for such a project.

The same series of Python scripts, TINA, used to look at the lacunae distri-

bution and canaliculi density, should be carried out on more samples within

these variable parameters to assess how irregular bones compare to long

bones which have been studied in more depth.

• A pSHG study on how the collagen dispersion might change between aged

samples for these interfaces, which could provide greater insight into whether

collagen attachments change and therefore increase fracture risk with age-

ing.

• A plan for this thesis which there was not enough time for was to use the

inVia Raman microscope set up to create a map of the phosphate and car-

bonate peaks across the VEP and mineralised CEP. This could create a map

of both the degree of mineralisation, by comparing the sum of the mineral

peak intensities, to the total matrix peak intensities, as well as comparing the

type of mineral, by assessing the ratio of phosphate to carbonate content
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over the mineralised CEP and VEP. This would help determine the relative

rates of remodelling between the regions, and would be interesting to carry

out on both young spine samples, and aged.

• A theory still to be tested is the extent of how the mineralisation of the CEP

aids in anchoring the two mechanical different tissues of the non mineralised

CEP and the VEP. This can be investigated by comparing the mechanical

response, via pulling tests, on fresh healthy samples that are hydrated, to

the response of a decalcified sample. SHG and pSHG images could help

assess the degree of collagen distortion in both scenarios, and if testing until

fracture, the stress-strain graphs along with the SHG images of the fracture

location, can be compared to help assess the role of the mineralised CEP.

6.2 Conclusions

This thesis has detailed the relevant literature, experimental protocols, results,

and scientific significance of the projects carried out throughout this PhD. The

aims and objectives when starting this project were to better understand the re-

lationship between the mineral distribution and collagen organisation at mineral-

ising interfaces, by quantifying these features and assessing the values in their

spatial arrangement. This has required the use of extensive sample preparation

and image analysis to achieve these aims.

Whilst the two chapters on the experiments focus on different soft-hard inter-

faces, the characterisation of these interfaces and where similarities and differ-

ences may occur is important for better understanding the mechanics, role, and

vulnerabilities of each interface.
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